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ABSTRACT
We present new ATCA multi-wavelength radio measurements (range 2.1–21.2 GHz) of the
early-type magnetic star ρ OphA, performed in March 2019 during 3 different observing
sessions. These new ATCA observations evidence a clear rotational modulation of the stellar
radio emission and the detection of coherent auroral radio emission from ρ OphA at 2.1 GHz.
We collected high-resolution optical spectra of ρ OphA acquired by several instruments over
a time span of about ten years. We also report new magnetic field measurements of ρ OphA
that, together with the radio light curves and the temporal variation of the equivalent width of
the He I line (λ = 5015 A˚), were used to constrain the rotation period and the stellar magnetic
field geometry. The above results have been used to model the stellar radio emission, mod-
elling that allowed us to constrain the physical condition of ρ OphA’s magnetosphere. Past
XMM-Newton measurements showed periodic X-ray pulses from ρ OphA. We correlate the
X-ray light curve with the magnetic field geometry of ρ OphA. The already published XMM-
Newton data have been re-analyzed showing that the X-ray spectra of ρ OphA are compatible
with the presence of a non-thermal X-ray component. We discuss a scenario where the emis-
sion phenomena occurring at the extremes of the electromagnetic spectrum, radio and X-ray,
are directly induced by the same plasma process. We interpret the observed X-ray and radio
features of ρ OphA as having an auroral origin.
Key words: masers – stars: early-type – stars: individual: ρ OphA – stars: magnetic field –
radio continuum: stars – X-rays: stars.
1 INTRODUCTION
Since Babcock (1949) and Stibbs (1950), spectroscopic, photomet-
ric, and magnetic variabilities with the same period that character-
ize chemically peculiar (CP) stars are understood in the framework
of the Oblique Rotator Model (ORM). The ORM explains photo-
⋆ E-mail: paolo.leto@inaf.it
spheric variability with the stellar rotation period as a consequence
of a frozen, mostly dipolar, magnetic field (order of kG) not aligned
with the stellar rotational axis.
The capability of stellar magnetic fields to trap out-flowing
mass can explain the periodic variability in the wings of Hα
(Walborn 1974; Leone 1993) and the profiles of UV lines
(Shore & Adelman 1981). Near infrared photometry evidences
accumulation of matter locked by the stellar magnetic field
c© The Authors
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(Groote & Hunger 1982). The rotational modulation of the C IV
and Si IV UV lines observed on magnetic stars gave evi-
dence of co-rotating hot gas (Shore, Brown, & Sonneborn 1988;
Shore & Brown 1990).
The interaction of a radiatively driven wind with the stel-
lar magnetic field has been widely explored (Babel & Montmerle
1997; Ignace et al. 1998; Cassinelli et al. 2002). In the presence
of a large scale stellar magnetic field the radiatively driven wind
is magnetically channeled. Within the Magnetically Confined
Wind Shock (MCWS) model framework (Babel & Montmerle
1997), the wind plasma arising from the hemispheres of op-
posite magnetic polarity collides and shocks at the mag-
netic equator, helping to explain the detectable thermal X-ray
emissions from this class of stars. The MCWS scenario has
been extensively analyzed and updated by MHD simulations
(ud-Doula & Owocki 2002; ud-Doula, Townsend & Owocki 2006;
ud-Doula, Owocki & Townsend 2008). The X-ray emission prop-
erties from a large sample of hot magnetic stars largely agree
with this scenario (Oskinova et al. 2011; Naze´ et al. 2014; Robrade
2016), although some deviations were observed.
The dynamic interaction between the magnetically channelled
wind and stellar rotation plays a key role in the accumulation
of plasma within the magnetospheres of such stars and, conse-
quently, on their typical observing features. In cases of fast ro-
tators stars with extremely strong magnetic fields, the rotation
balances the gravitational infall of the magnetospheric plasma
(Maheswaran & Cassinelli 2009), leading to the formation of a
large centrifugally supported magnetosphere, versus the dynamical
magnetosphere extending up to the Kepler co-rotation radius.
Following the simplified hypothesis of completely rigid mag-
netic field lines, Townsend & Owocki (2005) developed the Rigidly
Rotating Magnetospheric (RRM) model, where the presence of cir-
cumstellar plasma, forced to rigidly co-rotate with the star by the
magnetic field, can explain the rotational behavior of the Hα emis-
sion observed in some fast rotating and strong magnetic early-type
stars (Groote & Hunger 1997; Shultz et al. 2019a). In particular,
the study of the typical Hα signature of a RRM has been used to
classify early type magnetic stars with centrifugal magnetospheres
(Petit et al. 2013; Shultz et al. 2019b).
In cases of extremely strong magnetic confinement and fast
rotation, the Rigid-Field Hydrodynamics (RFHD) simulations of
the RRMmodel (Townsend, Owocki & ud-Doula 2007) predict gas
heating at temperatures high enough to also produce hard X-rays
at the edges of the centrifugal magnetosphere. An update of the
original MWCS model accounting for the MHD results is given
by the X-ray Analytic Dynamical Magnetosphere (XADM) model
developed by ud-Doula et al. (2014).
A strong magnetic field and a plasma wind are key ingre-
dients for establishing significant radio emission among early-
type magnetic stars. The discovery of radio emission from
these magnetic stars was made by Cassinelli (1985). Most of
the known radio sources were identified by Drake et al. (1987);
Linsky, Drake & Bastian (1992), and Leone, Trigilio & Umana
(1994). Leone (1991) and Leone & Umana (1993) found that the
radio emission of early type stars, as well as the photometric, spec-
troscopic and longitudinal magnetic field strength variations, are
periodically variable with the stellar rotational period.
Following the framework outlined by the MCWS model, the
interaction of the stellar magnetic field with its radiatively driven
stellar wind produces gyro-synchrotron radio continuum emission,
as proposed by Andre´ et al. (1988). The measurable effects in-
duced by the stellar rotation on the radio emission from a typ-
Table 1. ATCA observing log. Array configuration: 6A, Code: C3255.
Date ν Bandwidth Flux cal Phase cal
(GHz) (GHz)
2019-Mar-12 2.1/5.5/9 2 1934−638 1622−253
16.7/21.2 2 1934−638 1622−297
2019-Mar-14 2.1/5.5/9 2 1934−638 1622−253
16.7/21.2 2 1934−638 1622−297
2019-Mar-16 2.1/5.5/9 2 1934−638 1622−253
ical magnetosphere surrounding a hot magnetic star, shaped like
an oblique rigidly rotating magnetic dipole, have been modeled by
Trigilio et al. (2004) and Leto et al. (2006).
Some early-type magnetic stars are known sources of co-
herent radio emission (Trigilio et al. 2000; Chandra et al. 2015;
Lenc et al. 2018; Das, Chandra & Wade 2018; Leto et al. 2019;
Das et al. 2019a,b). Such coherent emission is similar to the plan-
etary Auroral Radio Emission (ARE) (Zarka 1998), that arises
from the magnetospheric regions above the polar auroral ovals
of the magnetized planets of the solar system, and are observed
at infrared (IR), visible, ultraviolet (UV), and X-ray wavelengths
(Badman et al. 2015).
Stellar ARE from early-type magnetic stars was detected as
wide band strongly circularly polarized radio pulses arising from
auroral rings above the magnetic poles (Trigilio et al. 2011). While
the auroral signature in the UV spectrum of the prototypical star
CUVir was not found (Krticˇka et al. 2019), the search in X-rays
gives promising results (Robrade et al. 2018).
In this paper we present new multi-wavelength radio measure-
ments of ρ OphA (HD147933), a magnetic (Pillitteri et al. 2018)
B2V type star that has shown X-ray pulses with an apparent pe-
riod of ≈ 1.2 days (Pillitteri et al. 2017). ρ OphA is a member
of a binary system composed of two early B stars separated by
≈ 3′′ and with an extremely long orbital period (thousands of years;
Malkov et al. 2012).
At the sky position of ρ OphA, the 1.4 GHz NRAO/VLA Sky
Survey (NVSS, Condon et al. 1998) detected a radio source of 10.8
mJy. Unfortunately the low spatial resolution of the NVSS (45′′)
was unable to resolve the double system, but unpublished VLA ra-
dio observations of the ρ OphA field (CODE: AK460), performed
at 1.4 GHz in array A configuration, reached a sufficient spatial res-
olution to resolve the stellar system, revealing that only ρ OphA is
a radio source.
In this paper we report new secure radio detections of
ρ OphA. We also present new magnetic field measurements and
high resolution optical spectra. The collected radio and optical data
sets (new and archival) were used to infer the stellar rotation period
and to characterize the ORM of ρ OphA. The comparison of the
observational features of ρ OphA (radio and magnetic field) with
the already published X-ray measurements is discussed within the
framework of the auroral emission model.
The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 describes
the observations and data analysis; section 3 describes the updated
ephemeris and rotation of ρ OphA and section 4 describes the ra-
dio light curves of ρ OphA in different bands and its coherent and
incoherent radio emission. In sections 5 and 6 we discuss the ORM
geometry and the simulations of the multi-wavelength radio light
curves, which allowed us to constrain the physical conditions of
the magnetosphere of ρ OphA. In section 7 the X-ray properties of
ρ OphA are discussed in relationship with the modeling results of
MNRAS 000, 1–?? ()
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Figure 1. Multi-wavelength ATCA radio measurements of ρ OphA. Left panels refer to the total intensity (Stokes I) measurements. Right panels show the
circularly polarized intensity (Stokes V). The representative error bars of the radio measurements are displayed in the right upper corner of each panel.
its radio emission. In section 8 the auroral radio emission is studied
in accordance with the X-ray properties of ρ OphA. In sections 9
and 10 we discuss our results and present our conclusions.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1 Radio measurements
In this paper we present new radio observations of ρ OphA per-
formed with the Australian Telescope Compact Array (ATCA)1.
The ATCA interferometer was used with its maximum allowed
baseline length (6 km). The observations were performed using
the new broadband backend (CABB) system (bandwidth 2 GHz for
each band). The selected bands were the L, C, X, U, and K bands,
centered at: 2.1, 5.5, 9, 16.7, and 21.2 GHz. For all the selected ob-
serving bands, the flux and bandpass calibrations were performed
observing the standard calibrator PKS 1934−638. The phase cali-
brator closest to ρ OphA is PKS 1622−253. This source was used
at the L, C, and X bands, but it was too faint at the higher frequen-
cies. Thus, the adopted phase calibrator at the U and K bands was
the next-closest calibrator: PKS 1622−297.
The target was observed in three different observing epochs
during March 2019. During the third observing session, observa-
tions were performed only at L, C and X bands, due to bad weather
conditions that compromised the quality of the high-frequency ob-
servations. The observing log is reported in Table 1.
1 The Australia Telescope Compact Array is part of the Australia Tele-
scope National Facility which is funded by the Australian Government for
operation as a National Facility managed by CSIRO
The ATCA measurements were edited and calibrated employ-
ing the MIRIAD software package. Sub-bands contaminated by
strong RFI were flagged (task BLFLAG). During each observing
run, ρ OphA was observed by ATCA for ≈ 10 hrs per band. The
new ATCA observations cover a large range of hour angles that al-
lows us to obtain high-quality images at the sky position of ρ OphA
(tasks INVERT, CLEAN, and RESTORE). The measured map noise
level is close to the nominal value for ATCA 10-hrs-long obser-
vations, namely: 0.005 mJy/beam at L band; 0.004 mJy/beam at
C and X bands; 0.008 mJy/beam at U band; 0.015 mJy/beam at
K band. The ATCA spatial resolution at ν > 9 GHz is better then
3′′ (≈ 0.65′′ at the highest observing frequency), allowing us to
confirm that ρ OphB is undetected above the map noise threshold.
The non-detection of ρ OphB ensures that the radio emission of
ρ OphA is not contaminated.
The ATCA interferometer has a linear array design that pre-
cludes imaging using short-time observations. To measure the flux
density time variation of ρ OphA, both for the total intensity
(Stokes I) and the circularly polarized intensity (StokesV), discrete
Fourier transforms(DFT) of the complex visibilities at the source
position were computed as function of time. The I and V Stokes pa-
rameters were obtained combining the right (RCP) and left (LCP)
hand circularly polarized components of the electromagnetic wave
(I = (RCP+LCP)/2; V = (RCP−LCP)/2). Such methods were
used first by Trigilio et al. (2008) to analyze the fully polarized
pulses of CUVir measured by ATCA and, more recently, to ana-
lyze the dynamical radio spectrum of α Cen, also with ATCA data
(Trigilio et al. 2018).
The adopted resolution time for the DFT procedure is 1
minute, with related uncertainties of: 0.1 mJy/beam at L band;
MNRAS 000, 1–?? ()
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Table 2. FORS2 and Narval observing log of the 〈Bz〉 measurements.
Date < HJD> S/N 〈Bz〉 (G) 〈Bz〉 (G)
(2450000+) Hydrogen All
2014-Jul-10† 6849.395(0.02) 900 - −143±235
2017-Jul-17†† 7951.543(0.004) 2400 −283±107 −128±68
2017-Aug-11†† 7976.573(0.003) 3100 485±84 404±55
2018-Jul-11 8310.60(0.04) 2400 340±102 390±65
2018-Jul-31 8330.676(0.006) 2500 18±94 6±61
2018-Aug-13 8343.533(0.002) 800 531±330 46±204
2018-Sep-05 8366.533(0.002) 1600 −138±153 −56±97
2018-Sep-06 8367.55(0.01) 700 889±370 654±242
2018-Sep-10 8371.598(0.001) 700 −232±326 −167±237
2018-Sep-19 8380.535(0.007) 1300 −410±215 −320±144
The S/N per pixel of Stokes I calculated at about 4950 A˚ over a wavelength
range of 100 A˚.
† Measurement retrieved from the Narval archive.
†† FORS2 measurements already published by Pillitteri et al. (2018).
0.09 mJy/beam at C and X bands; 0.2 mJy/beam at U band; 0.4
mJy/beam at K band. To take into account the flux density uncer-
tainty of the adopted phase calibrators (≈ 1 per cent for the selected
observing bands), one per cent of the ρ OphA flux density (mea-
sured in each time bin) was added in quadrature to the above re-
ported uncertainties. The time-resolved ATCA radio measurements
of ρ OphA are displayed in Fig. 1 (the radio data are listed in
Table A1). As one can see, the radio emission of ρ OphA varies
slowly over time, except for the highly polarized radio transient de-
tected at 2.1 GHz during the last observing session, which closely
resembles the coherent pulses from CUVir (Trigilio et al. 2000).
2.2 Magnetic field measurements
Following the first detection of a magnetic field for ρ OphA
(Pillitteri et al. 2018), we collected additional magnetic field mea-
surements primarily aiming at identifying the stellar magnetic
field geometry. These observations have been obtained using
the FORS22 low-resolution spectropolarimeter (Appenzeller et al.
1998), which is attached to the ESO/VLT UT1 (Antu) of the
Paranal Observatory (Chile). The data were taken in seven epochs
from July to September 2018 (see Table 2), with a slit width of
0.4′′, using grism 600B. The choice of the grism and the slit width
resulted in a resolving power of approximately 1700. The spectra
cover the range 3250–6215 A˚, which includes all Balmer lines ex-
cept Hα , and a number of He lines. For each epoch of observation,
the star was observed with a sequence of spectra (see column three
of Table 2) obtained by rotating the quarter waveplate alternatively
from −45◦ to +45◦ every second exposure (e.g., −45◦, +45◦,
+45◦, −45◦, −45◦, +45◦, +45◦, −45◦). The exposure times and
obtained signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) per pixel calculated around
4950 A˚ of Stokes I are listed in Table 2.
Similar to the data presented in Pillitteri et al. (2018), we re-
duced and analysed the FORS2 spectra employing the pipeline
described in Fossati et al. (2015b), which is based on the algo-
rithms and recommendations given by Bagnulo et al. (2012, 2013).
We then derived the surface averaged longitudinal magnetic field
〈Bz〉 and its uncertainty σ〈Bz〉 using the method first described in
2 Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory
under ESO programme ID 096.C-0159(A).
Bagnulo et al. (2002) for Stokes V spectra. We further calculated
the diagnostic null profile N, and hence 〈Nz〉, following the for-
malism of Bagnulo et al. (2009). We computed both 〈Bz〉 and 〈Nz〉
using either the hydrogen lines or the whole spectrum. Table 2 sum-
marizes our results.
On average the 2018 measurements were performed us-
ing spectra with lower quality than those obtained in 2017
(Pillitteri et al. 2018), resulting in 〈Bz〉 measurements affected by
bigger errors. The origin of the larger uncertainties can be explained
as follows. The 2017 observations presented by Pillitteri et al.
(2018) were conducted in visitor mode, implying that the expo-
sure times could be fine tuned for the sky conditions to achieve
a S/N as high as possible. Furthermore, in visitor mode the data
could be obtained using the E2V CCD detector, which is more sen-
sitive in the blue where most of the hydrogen Balmer lines are lo-
cated, thus maximizing the signal in the spectral region carrying
information on the stellar magnetic field. Since the purpose was to
measure 〈Bz〉 across a wide time range to follow its rotational mod-
ulation, the 2018 observations were obtained in service mode. The
exposure times could be less ideally adjusted to the sky conditions.
More importantly, these observations had to be carried out using
the MIT CCD detector, which is more sensitive in the red, lead-
ing to a lower signal-to-noise ratio across the region covered by the
hydrogen Balmer lines.
High resolution spectra of ρ OphA were also acquired by the
NARVAL spectropolarimeter, mounted at the Bernard Lyot Tele-
scope, see PolarBase database3 (Petit et al. 2014; Donati et al.
1997). These spectra were acquired almost continuously for about
1.5 hrs, for a total of 40 different exposures. The single exposures
were averaged over the whole observing time. Using all the avail-
able lines, following the method described in Fossati et al. (2015a),
we obtain the further 〈Bz〉 measurement listed in Table 2.
2.3 High resolution spectroscopy
Spectroscopic observations of ρ OphA were carried out with the
Catania Astrophysical Observatory Spectropolarimeter (CAOS)
which is a fiber fed, high-resolution, cross-dispersed echelle spec-
trograph (Leone et al. 2016) installed at the Cassegrain focus of the
91 cm telescope of the M. G. Fracastoro observing station of the
Catania Astrophysical Observatory (Mount Etna, Italy).
The CAOS spectra were obtained between May to August
2018, for a total of 8 observing epochs; their exposure times have
been tuned in order to obtain a S/N of at least 100 in the continuum
across the 3900–6800 A˚ spectral range, with a resolution of R =
45000, as measured from ThAr and telluric lines.
The reduction of all spectra, which included the subtraction
of the bias frame, trimming, correcting for the flat-field and the
scattered light, extraction of orders, and wavelength calibration,
was done using the NOAO/IRAF packages CCDRED and SPECRED.
Given the importance of Balmer lines in our analysis, we paid
much more attention to the normalization of the corresponding
spectral orders. In particular, we divided the spectral order con-
taining Balmer lines by a pseudo-continuum obtained from com-
bining the continua of the previous and subsequent echelle orders,
as already outlined by Catanzaro et al. (2015). The IRAF package
RVCORRECT was used to determine the barycentric velocity and
correct the observed radial velocities for the Earth’s motion.
Unpublished high resolution spectra of ρ OphA were
3 http://polarbase.irap.omp.eu.
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Figure 2. The left panel shows the comparison between observed (HARPS-
N) and computed Hβ . The right panel shows the comparison between ob-
served and synthetic Si III line at λ = 4552.622 A˚.
found in the archives from HiRes@KECK, UVES@UT1,
HARPS@3.6ESO, ESPaDOnS,@CFHT, NARVAL@Telescope
Bernard Lyot, and HARPS-N@TNG. These spectra have been re-
trieved and reduced by using the method described above.
The close proximity of ρ OphA to its stellar companion
ρ OphB, with a similar spectral type, might be a critical issue. Ob-
servations performed when ρ OphA was at low elevation above the
horizon of the site and the possible worse seeing condition might
affect reliability of the measurements. Therefore, to search for pos-
sible light contamination within ρ OphA’s spectra produced by
the light of its companion, we inspected the spectral profiles of the
helium lines, that are likely present within the spectra of both com-
ponents. We found absolutely symmetric profiles of the examined
lines, except for the spectra acquired by CAOS, ESPaDOnS, and
NARVAL. Given these concerns, we took exceptional care with the
use of these spectra.
In B-type stars, Balmer line profiles are sensitive both to ef-
fective temperature and surface gravity. For the analysis of Balmer
lines, we used the HARPS-N@TNG spectrum where there is no ev-
idence of light contamination by ρ OphB. The approach we used
in this paper is to minimize the difference between observed and
synthetic Balmer lines profiles. Following Catanzaro et al. (2016),
as goodness-of-fit test we used the ratio:
χ2 =
1
N
∑
(
Iobs− Ith
δ Iobs
)2
where N is the total number of points, Iobs and Ith are the intensi-
ties of the observed and computed profiles, respectively, and δ Iobs
is the photon noise. Atmospheric models obtained with ATLAS9
(Kurucz 1993) use precomputed line opacities in the form of Opac-
ity Distribution Functions (ODFs), that are tabulated for multiples
of the solar metallicity and for various microturbulent velocities.
Atmospheric models have been computed by using the ATLAS9
code (Kurucz 1993) in Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)
approximation, while a stellar spectrum was synthesized using the
spectrum synthesis code SYNTHE (Kurucz & Avrett 1981).
From our procedure we estimated Teff = 20800 K and logg=
4.0. These values of effective temperature (reported in Table 3) and
surface gravity are in agreement, within the experimental errors,
with the values given by Pillitteri et al. (2018). The synthetic pro-
files were calculated using almost solar abundance, as reported by
Pillitteri et al. (2018). The comparison between the theoretical and
observed Hβ line profiles is shown in the left panel of Fig. 2.
To measure vsin i, we matched synthetic line profiles from
SYNTHE to a number of metal lines; the best fit was obtained with
vsin i= 200 km s−1 (Table 3), which is still well in accordance with
the value retrieved by Pillitteri et al. (2018). For our calculation we
Table 3. ρ OphA stellar parameters
Prot (days) 0.747326±0.000002 This work
d (pc) 140±4 Gaia Collaboration (2018)
Teff (K) 20800±500 This work
M∗ (M⊙) 8.2+0.8−0.7 Pillitteri et al. (2018)
logg (cgs) 4.0±0.1 Pillitteri et al. (2018)
logL/L⊙ 3.61+0.17−0.16 Pillitteri et al. (2018)
u† 0.3 Claret & Bloemen (2011)
R∗ (R⊙) 4.5±0.6 Pillitteri et al. (2018)
Req (R⊙) 5.2±0.7 This work
vsin i (km s−1) 200±10 This work
W †† 0.64±0.09 This work
ORM parameters
i (degree) 35+8−6 This work
β (degree) 78+5−8 This work
Bp (G) 2700
+900
−700 This work
Magnetosphere parameters
RA (R∗) 8–12 This work
v∞ (km s
−1) 1500 Krticˇka (2014)
M˙ (M⊙ yr−1) 2.6×10−10–2.1×10−9 This work
M˙act (M⊙ yr−1) 1×10−11–1.4×10−10 This work
RK (Req) 1.35±0.1 This work
† Limb darkening coefficient in the visual band.
†† Critical rotation parameter.
neglected the contributions of other velocity fields, as for instance
macroturbulence, since the line profiles are dominated by the stel-
lar rotation. For the sake of clarity, we show in the right panel of
Fig. 2 the result of the fitting of the Si III line fit at λ = 4552.622 A˚,
where only rotational broadening has been considered.
3 EPHEMERIS
The search for periodic variation of the radio emission of ρ OphA
was performed by using two distinct methods, the Lomb-Scargle
(LS) periodogram (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982) and the phase dis-
persion minimization (PDM)method (Stellingwerf 1978). A period
estimated by the PDM method will be significant when the PDM
statistic is close to zero, whereas for the LS method, a significant
period is related to a maximum of the Lomb-Scargle periodogram.
The results of the period search applied to the radio measurements
of ρ OphA are shown in Fig. 3.
The two methods applied to the StokesV data set (Fig. 3 right
panels) clearly indicate the existence of a period able to phase fold
the time series of the StokesV radio measurements. The two sep-
arate methods found very similar periods, with PDM at ≈ 0.748
days, and LS at ≈ 0.749 days. A period of ≈ 0.748 days was also
found by the PDM method when applied to the Stokes I data set
(bottom left panel of Fig. 3), whereas the LS method failed to iden-
tify a clear periodicity (top left panel of Fig. 3). This is probably
due to the periodicity of the Stokes I data not being a simple si-
nusoid. In fact the LS periodogram is an extension of the Fourier
method applied to data that are non-uniformly spaced with time.
On the other hand, the PDM statistic (well-suited to search for non-
sinusoidal variability) found the same period from both the Stokes I
and V radio measurements.
As is common in the case of magnetic stars, the cyclic vari-
ability of ρ OphA’s radio emission is a direct consequence of stel-
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Figure 3. Period search of ρ OphA based on the analysis of the Stokes I
(right panels) and Stokes V (left panels) radio measurements. Top panels:
Lomb-Scargle (LS) periodogram. Bottom panels: phase dispersion mini-
mization (PDM) method. The vertical red dashed lines highlight the com-
mon period of ≈ 0.748 found by the PDMmethod, both Stokes I and V ; the
vertical blue dot-dashed line highlights the period of ≈ 0.749 found by the
LS method in the case of the StokesV only. Grey regions refer to periods
that are not compatible with the projected rotation velocity of ρ OphA.
lar rotation, hence the variability period coincides with the stellar
rotation period (Prot). The measured projected rotation velocity of
ρ OphA (Sec. 2.3) put strong constraints on the allowed rotation
periods. Assuming a viewing inclination of 90◦ to the spin axis,
the relation vsin i = 2piR∗ sin i/Prot indicates that the rotation pe-
riod of ρ OphA has to be lower than 1.135 days, using R∗ = 4.5
R⊙ (Pillitteri et al. 2018). The secondary peaks related to implau-
sible periods fall in the grey regions of the periodograms of Fig. 3.
The time base of the radio measurements is ≈ 5 days for the C and
X bands and ≈ 3 days for the U, K and L bands. The L-band mea-
surements performed during the third observing run were not used
for the period search due to the detection of a highly circularly
polarized fast radio transient (see top right panel of Fig. 1). The un-
certainty in the rotation period is about ≈ 0.006 days (8 minutes).
This uncertainty value was estimated from varying Prot until the
χ2 of the sinusoidal fit of the phased folded StokesV radio data
increased by one unit.
The radio measurements produce a rotation period that is sig-
nificantly different with respect to the observed time separation
(1.205 days) between the two X-ray pulses observed by XMM-
Newton in 2016. This is a clear indication that the X-ray emission
is not simply related to the stellar rotation.
To better refine the precision of ρ OphA’s rotation period
suggested by the modulation of its radio emission, we searched
for other observing features that are variable as a function of
the stellar rotation. The early-B type stars that are character-
ized by a well-ordered magnetic field topology are commonly as-
sociated with an inhomogeneous surface distribution of the he-
lium (Kochukhov et al. 2011; Oksala et al. 2015). We examined the
equivalent widths (EWs) of the He I line at λ = 5015 A˚ in the
high resolution spectra acquired between the years 1997 and 2018
(Sec. 2.3). The selected line is common to all the analyzed spectra
and we measured a significant variability of its EW (see Table A2).
When spectra acquired over long exposure time are available, we
obtain EW measurements from the spectrum averaged over expo-
sure ≈ 20 minutes long. The measured effective magnetic field of
Figure 4. EW curve of the He I line at λ = 5015 A˚. The different symbols
used to show the EWmeasurements refer to the listed instruments. The open
symbols refer to ρ OphA measurements suspected of light contamination
by ρ OphB, see text. Dotted line: sinusoidal fit of the whole data set. Solid
line: fit of the not contaminated measurements only.
ρ OphA, listed in Table 2, is also variable. To determine the vari-
ability period, we applied the LS method to the radio (StokesV )
and optical data sets. The observables retrieved by the optical data,
that are assumed variable as a consequence of the stellar rotation
and used to refine the period of ρ OphA, are the He I line EW and
〈Bz〉. Since the origin of the X-ray emission is not fully clear, we
excluded the X-ray measurements from the period analysis. The
behavior of ρ OphA at the X-rays will be examined later. After the
normalization of each periodogram to the peak value, we produced
a new periodogram as the product of all single periodograms. The
choice to normalize any single periodogram to its maximum was
equivalent to assigning the same weight to the different data sets.
As discussed in Sec. 2.3, some high resolution spectra of
ρ OphA show evidence of light contamination from ρ OphB. To
check for a systematic variability effect, we also performed the pe-
riod search analysis excluding the EW measurements involving the
contaminated spectra. The exclusion had negligible effect on the
period determination for ρ OphA. Fixing the zero-point of the stel-
lar phases with the He I EW maximum, we derive the following
ephemeris:
HJD= 2 450 672.36(1)+0.747326(2)E (days), (1)
where the error related to the last digit is given in brackets. The
period uncertainty was estimated by measuring the difference be-
tween the period where the maximum of the periodogram peak oc-
curs and the period related to the maximum of the gaussian func-
tion that better fit the periodogram peak. The uncertainty related
to the zero point of the ephemeris was retrieved by the errors of
the sinusoidal fit parameters. The rotational modulation of the EW
measurements, phase folded using the above reported ephemeris,
is shown in Fig. 4. It is evident a clear sinusoidal variation of the
un-contaminated data (measurements marked by filled symbols),
variability that remains almost unchanged also using the suspected
spectra (open symbols). The apparent rotational variability of the
He I line is indicative of the presence of chemical spots on the
surface of ρ OphA, similar to the case of HD37479 (Oksala et al.
2015).
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Figure 5. Rotational variability of the multiwavelength ρ OphA radio emission. Left panels: total intensity (Stokes I). Right panels: circularly polarized
intensity (Stokes V). The vertical orange bars ( centred at φ = 0.3) highlight the range of phases where StokesV is clearly negative at ν > 5.5 GHz; the
light-blue bars ( centred at φ = 0.75) refer to the phase range with StokesV > 0.
4 THE RADIO LIGHT CURVES OF ρ OphA
The multi-wavelength ATCA radio measurements of ρ OphA were
phase folded using the ephemeris reported in Eq. 1, with radio light
curves displayed in Fig. 5. It is evident that the new ATCA ob-
servations cover almost the full stellar rotation period of ρ OphA
(see Sec. 3). The total intensity and the circularly polarized radio
emission of ρ OphA are modulated by the stellar rotation.
The light curves for the Stokes I measurements evidence a
similar shape at ν > 5.5 GHz. In particular, the measurements at
ν = 5.5 and 9 GHz, that well sampled the whole stellar rotation
period, display two clear minima. Further, the StokesV emission
shows that the sign of the circular polarization of the electromag-
netic waves changes as ρ OphA rotates. The corresponding varia-
tion amplitude grows as the observing frequency increases.
The measurements at the lowest radio frequency (ν = 2.1
GHz) show a less clear rotational modulation, both for Stokes I and
V. Instead an increase of the flux density confined within a narrow
range of phases, close to φ ≈ 0.5, is evident. The corresponding
StokesVmeasurements show that the circularly polarized emission
at ν = 2.1 GHz is well detectable. Further, this event is character-
ized by the inversion of the polarization direction within the narrow
range of covered rotational phase.
4.1 Incoherent radio emission
The behavior of the radio emission from ρ OphA is well in accor-
dance with optically thick radio emission from the stellar magne-
tosphere. The detection of a clear rotational modulation and cir-
cularly polarized radio emission from ρ OphA suggests that the
non-thermal incoherent gyro-synchrotron emission mechanism is
in operation. A population of mildly relativistic electrons that move
within the magnetosphere of ρ OphA produce a continuum radio
spectrum. This is the typical emission mechanism arising from hot
magnetic stars surrounded by a stable co-rotating magnetosphere.
The incoherent multi-wavelength radio light curves of the well
studied early-type magnetic stars, CUVir, HD37479, HR7355,
and HR5907 (Leto et al. 2006, 2012, 2017a, 2018), were modeled
by using a 3D model for the gyro-synchrotron emission from a
dipole shaped stellar magnetosphere (Trigilio et al. 2004). In the
framework of the MCWS model, the magnetically confined wind
leads to accumulation of thermal matter within the magnetospheric
regions where the magnetic field lines are closed (the “inner magne-
tosphere”). Far from the star, near the Alfve´n radius (RA), the mag-
netic field no longer dominates the ionized trapped matter. In the re-
sulting current sheets, electrons can be accelerated up to relativistic
energies. These non-thermal electrons, moving within the “middle
magnetosphere”, radiate by the incoherent gyro-synchrotron emis-
sion mechanism. As a consequence of the ORM, the projected area
of the radio source will be variable as a function of rotation phase,
for both the total and the circularly polarized intensities.
It is commonly observed in early-type magnetic stars, that the
non-thermal radio emission level enhances when the stellar magne-
tosphere shows mainly the polar regions (stellar orientations coin-
ciding with the maxima of the effective magnetic field curve). This
is because the gyro-synchrotron emission mechanism is strongly
sensitive to the magnetic field strength and orientation (Ramaty
1969; Klein 1987), which vary with the distance from the stellar
surface. Hence, radiation within a specific radio frequency band
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will be mainly emitted in a well localized layer of the magneto-
sphere. Higher frequency emission is generated close to the stellar
surface, where the field strength is higher, while lower frequen-
cies probe regions farther out. The electromagnetic waves produced
by the gyro-synchrotron emission mechanism are also partially cir-
cularly polarized. The circular polarization fraction and the corre-
sponding polarization sign are a function of the average orienta-
tion of the magnetic field vectors (with respect to the line of sight)
within the magnetospheric regions where the radio emission of a
fixed frequency predominantly originates.
At the stellar surface, the average magnetic field vector ori-
entation is related to the 〈Bz〉 value. The correlation between the
effective magnetic field curve and the circular polarization frac-
tion of the incoherent radio emission has been clearly observed
in many cases (Trigilio et al. 2004; Bailey et al. 2012; Leto et al.
2006, 2012, 2017a, 2018, 2019). Stellar orientations character-
ized by magnetic field lines mainly oriented toward the observer
(northern magnetic hemisphere dominant) are related to gyro-
synchrotron radio emission of mainly right-handed circular polar-
ization (Stokes V positive). Conversely, the radio emission is left-
hand polarized (Stokes V negative) when the southern magnetic
hemisphere is visible. Moreover, as a consequence of the radial
dependence of the stellar magnetic field, the height of the source
region (where the radio emission at a well fixed frequency mainly
originates) affects the measured fraction of the circularly polarized
emission. In fact, for a simple dipolar field topology, radio emission
is produced in a region where the field lines are almost aligned. Far
from the star, the magnetic field lines are curved, and regions with
magnetic field vectors of opposite polarities will contribute to the
integrated radio emission. This causes depolarization, with conse-
quent decrease of the measured circular polarization fraction of the
radio emission arising far from the star (namely the lowest radio
frequencies).
In the case of ρ OphA there are wide ranges of rotational
phases during which the StokesV measurements have the same
sign. The range of phases (∆φ ≈ 0.2) mainly characterized by ra-
dio emission that is left-hand circularly polarized (LCP) are high-
lighted in the right panels of Fig. 5 by the orange vertical bars; the
blue bars refer to the phases where the measured radio emission
is RCP. The spectral behavior of the circularly polarized emission
has been studied analyzing the average pic (Stokes V/Stokes I) cal-
culated separately within these phase ranges where the flux level
and the polarization direction remains almost constant. The bottom
panel of Fig. 6 shows the spectral dependence of the fractional cir-
cularly polarized emission of ρ OphA. The strength of pic grows as
the observing radio frequency increases. The highest fraction of the
circularly polarized emission is measured at the K band (ν = 21.2
GHz), ranging from ≈ −20 per cent to ≈ +30 per cent. This is a
clear indication that the higher frequencies mainly originate from
magnetospheric layers close to the stellar surface. In accordance
with a dipolar magnetic field topology, the magnetic field vectors
are almost radially oriented with respect to the stellar surface in
the layers that mainly radiate the higher radio frequencies. This
explains the frequency dependent effect of the strength of the cir-
cularly polarized emission from ρ OphA (bottom panel of Fig. 6).
Finally, the presence of ranges of phases where the StokesV emis-
sion at ν > 5.5 GHz was undetected indicates that at these phases
the magnetic axis of ρ OphA is almost perpendicularly oriented to
the line of sight. The above geometric condition is related to the
nulls of the effective magnetic field curve.
The average radio spectrum of the total intensity (Stokes I) of
ρ OphA is given in the top panel of Fig. 6. Like in the cases of other
Figure 6. Top panel: average radio spectrum of ρ OphA fitted by using
a power-law, (dotted line), and a perfectly flat relationship (dashed line).
The error bar is the standard deviation of the rotationally modulated multi-
wavelength radio measurements. Bottom panel: spectrum of the fraction of
the circularly polarized emission. The two spectra were obtained separately
by averaging the ATCA measurements performed during the two ranges of
rotational phases (0.2 large) showing Stokes V measurements always with
the same sign.
hot magnetic stars well studied at radio wavelengths (Leto et al.
2017a, 2018), ρ OphA’s spectrum can be fitted using a power law
with a quite flat spectral index (≈ 0.1 within the spectral range 2.1–
21.2 GHz). The corresponding average radio spectral luminosity is
Lν,rad ≈ 1.8×1017 erg s−1 Hz−1.
The radio spectral luminosity of ρ OphA is about one order of
magnitude smaller then the radio spectral luminosities of three sim-
ilar hot magnetic stars: HD 37479 (Linsky et al. 1992), HR7355
(Leto et al. 2017a), and HR5907 (Leto et al. 2018), which have
radio spectral luminosities ∼ 1018 erg s−1 Hz−1 and polar field
strengths ∼ 104 G. Comparing with CUVir (Lν,rad ≈ 3×1016 erg
s−1 Hz−1, Leto et al. 2006), a cooler magnetic star (A0Vp) with a
polar field strength of 3800 G (Kochukhov et al. 2014), the radio
spectral luminosity of ρ OphA is instead an order of magnitude
higher.
To roughly estimate the radiative energy lost by ρ OphA
via incoherent gyro-synchrotron emission, we exploit the spec-
tral behavior of the hot magnetic stars observed at the millimeter
wavelength range (ν > 100 GHz). The low level of detection rate
(Leone et al. 2004), combined with the flux drop at the high fre-
quencies measured by ALMA (Leto et al. 2018), makes us confi-
dent in constraining the upper limit of the gyro-synchrotron band
at ν < 1000 GHz. Conservatively, we assume the upper limit of
the frequency band is equal to 1000 GHz. Further, against the ob-
servational evidence, we assume that the radio spectral luminosity
remains flat within the radio frequency band where the incoher-
ent gyro-synchrotron mechanism produces a detectable emission
level. Following the above assumptions, within a frequency band
∼ 1012 Hz wide, the upper limit of the radio power of ρ OphA is
Lrad ≈ 1.8×1029 erg s−1.
4.2 Coherent radio emission
The L band rotational modulation of pic× 100 is shown in the top
panel of Fig. 7. The highly polarized transient detected at 2.1 GHz
during the third observing run (occurring at φ ≈ 0.5) shows a clear
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Figure 7. Top panel: rotational modulation of the fraction of the ρ OphA
circularly polarized emission measured at the L band. The vertical lines
locate the phases of the polarized emission maxima. Blue lines refer to the
RCP polarization sense, the red line to the LCP. Bottom panel: spectral
behavior of the ρ OphA highly polarized emission close to φ ≈ 0.5. Two
sub-bands ≈ 1 GHz wide, centred respectively at ν = 1.7 GHz (diamond
symbol) and 2.5 GHz (square symbol), were separately displayed. The filled
symbols (top and bottom panels) highlight the measurements above the 3σ
threshold.
helicity reversal for the sense of circular polarization within a nar-
row range of phases (∆φ ≈ 0.03). The measured percentage of pic
varies from a level of ≈ −60 per cent of LCP emission to ≈ +40
per cent of RCP emission. It is worth noting that there is also a
hint of highly polarized emission, above the detection threshold, at
φ ≈ 0.07.
The phase zoom of the polarized burst at φ ≈ 0.5 is displayed
in the bottom panel of Fig. 7. Within the L band receiver band-
pass, a clear spectral dependence of this strong polarized burst is
evident. In particular, the LCP emission is maximum at ν = 1.7
GHz (pic ≈ −63 per cent), whereas the RCP maximum (pic ≈ 68
per cent) was measured at ν = 2.5 GHz. The ATCA measurements
were performed by cyclically varying the observing bands, which
prevents a broader frequency study of this fast event. Such a high
level of low-frequency polarized emission cannot be explained as
a canonical incoherent gyro-synchrotron emission, Sec. 4.1. The
ATCA L band observations of ρ OphA have sampled the range of
phases centred at φ ≈ 0.5 just once. This prevents us from assess-
ing whether the behavior is stable with time.
Such a low-frequency highly polarized emission, constrained
within a narrow range of stellar rotational phase, is indicative of a
coherent emission mechanism and has also been observed in other
hot magnetic stars (Trigilio et al. 2000; Das et al. 2018; Leto et al.
2019; Das et al. 2019a,b). The elementary amplification mecha-
nism for this type of coherent emission is the Electron Cyclotron
Maser (ECM) powered by an unstable electron energy distribu-
tion (Wu & Lee 1979; Melrose & Dulk 1982; Winglee & Pritchett
1986). It is worth noting that the number of early type stars dis-
covered as coherent sources is rapidly increasing. This research
field is fast progressing, just a few months before the end of the
year 2019 the detection of coherent radio emission from HD35298
was reported (Das et al. 2019b). Note that among this sample of
stars ρ OphA is the hottest in which the ECM emission has so far
been detected, previously HD142990 (≈ 18 kK) was reported as
the hottest star with ARE (Das et al. 2019a).
5 THE ORM GEOMETRY OF ρ OphA
The stellar rotation period of ρ OphA derived in Sec. 3 (≈
0.75 days) is very close to the rotation period of another B2-
type star: HD345439, Prot ≈ 0.77 days (Wisniewski et al. 2015;
Hubrig et al. 2017). At the present time, ρ OphA is the third-most
rapidly rotating magnetic B-type star yet discovered, after HR5907
(Grunhut et al. 2012) and HR7355 (Rivinius et al. 2013), both stars
having rotation periods of ≈ 0.5 days.
The fast rotation of ρ OphA might produce rotational oblate-
ness. We calculate the ratio between the polar and equatorial
radii following the procedure described in Shultz et al. (2019b).
We estimated Rp/Req = 0.86 ± 0.02, which puts ρ OphA be-
tween the cases of the two fast rotators: HR7355 (Rp/Req = 0.83)
and HR5907 (Rp/Req = 0.88) (Grunhut et al. 2012; Rivinius et al.
2013). Assuming in first approximation the value of the polar ra-
dius not depending by the stellar rotation (Maeder 2009), using for
Rp the value of the stellar radius listed in Table 3, we estimate
Req ≈ 5.2 R⊙. The equatorial radius is used to constrain the in-
clination of the rotation axis for ρ OphA. The measured projected
rotation velocity and the rotation period listed in Table 3, allow us
to derive an inclination angle i≈ 35◦.
The effective magnetic field measurements of ρ OphA, listed
in Table 2, displayed a sign reversal, indicative of a north-south
magnetic hemisphere visibility switch. In the ORM framework,
the misalignment between magnetic and rotation axes (angle β )
is related to the ratio between the minimum and maximum effec-
tive magnetic field (r) by the relation: tanβ tan i = (1− r)/(1+ r)
(Preston 1967). Using the sinusoidal fit of the phase folded 〈Bz〉
measurements of ρ OphA (see bottom panel of Fig. 8), we esti-
mate r =−0.55±0.1, hence it follows that β ≈ 80◦.
For a simple dipolar topology, the polar magnetic field
strength (Bp) is related to the maximum measured effective mag-
netic field by the relation (Schwarzschild 1950):
Bp = |〈Bz〉(max)|4(15−5u)
15+u
cos(i−β ),
where u is the limb darkening coefficient (listed in Table 3). The
u parameter was computed and tabulated for different atmosphere
models (Claret & Bloemen 2011). Among the tabulated values, we
retrieved the vale of u in the visual band corresponding to the stel-
lar parameters of ρ OphA. The maximum value retrieved by the
sinusoidal fit of the available data is 〈Bz〉(max) = 550±50 G. Con-
sequently, the polar field strength of ρ OphA is Bp ≈ 2700 G.
The derived ORM parameters (listed in Table 3) allow us to
calculate the effective magnetic field curve following the method
described in Leto et al. (2016). The synthetic effective magnetic
field curve is displayed in the bottom panel of Fig. 8, this curve
is perfectly in accordance with the sinusoidal fit of the data, thus
validating our analysis of the stellar magnetic field strength and its
geometry.
The ORM geometry was also compared with the behavior of
the StokesV radio light curves. The StokesV measurements at ν >
5.5 GHz display a sinusoidal rotational modulation (see right pan-
els of Fig. 5). The amplitude variation of the Stokes V light curves
grows as the observing frequency increases (see bottom panel of
Fig. 6). Then, to compare the measurements performed at differ-
ent observing bands (frequency range 5.5–21.2 GHz), each single
band dataset was normalized to their extrema (positive/negative).
The normalized data, averaged within a phase bin of width 0.01,
are displayed in the top panel of Fig. 8, with a simple sinusoidal fit
superimposed.
The two observables reported in Fig. 8 trace the stellar mag-
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Figure 8. Top panel: average of the circularly polarized radio emission of
ρ OphA at ν > 5.5 GHz. Each single band dataset was normalized to the
their extrema (positive/negative). The normalized data, averaged within a
phase bin 0.01 large, are displayed using the filled dots. The dashed line is
the sinusoidal fit of the data. Bottom panel: effective magnetic field curve
of ρ OphA. The open symbols refer the 〈Bz〉 measurements obtained from
lower quality spectra (quality threshold S/N > 1000). The gray area repre-
sents the envelope of the sinusoidal curves compatible with the errors of the
data fit parameters.
netic field at different heights. The effective magnetic field is the
average over the whole visible disk of the longitudinal components
of the magnetic field vectors anchored to the stellar surface. How-
ever, the circularly polarized radio emission is sensitive to the mag-
netic field topology that characterizes the magnetospheric regions
where radio emission mainly originates, regions that are well above
the stellar surface. The higher multipoles’ contributions decrease
with radial distance more rapidly than the lower ones, thus, moving
outward from the stellar surface the magnetic field will be domi-
nated by the simple dipole component. The 〈Bz〉 measurements are
sensitive to the magnetic topology at the stellar surface; if higher
multipoles are present, the dipole axis orientation that character-
izes the magnetic topology at large distance might deviate from
that derived using the simple ORM geometry for fitting the true
(non-dipolar?) magnetic topology measured at the stellar surface.
Hence, a phase shift between radio and 〈Bz〉 modulations is ex-
pected when the field is not a simple dipole. Such behavior was
clearly observed in the case of CUVir (Kochukhov et al. 2014) and
HD142301 (Leto et al. 2019). The comparison between the two
curves pictured in Fig. 8 shows that a phase shift is also present in
the case of ρ OphA. The extrema of the circularly polarized emis-
sion are in advance (∆φ ≈ 0.1) with respect to the stellar orienta-
tions at which the magnetic poles are more visible, suggesting that
the simple magnetic dipole is only a first approximation of the more
complex magnetic field topology of ρ OphA, although the rela-
tively sparse rotational phase coverage in the 〈Bz〉 measurements
cannot definitively confirm it.
6 THE MAGNETOSPHERE OF ρ OphA
Even if the distribution of some chemical elements is anisotropic
(Sec 3), the average chemical composition of ρ OphA is quite sim-
ilar to that of the Sun (Sec 2.3). We used the scaling relations from
Krticˇka (2014) (derived using a fixed stellar radius corresponding
to mean main-sequence stars), which hold in the case of B type
stars with solar chemical abundances, to estimate the mass loss rate
(M˙) and wind terminal velocity (v∞) of ρ OphA. Adopting the ef-
fective temperature listed in Table 3 and correcting for the actual
stellar radius, assuming the luminosity dependence M˙ ∝ (L/L⊙)2
(Krticˇka & Kuba´t 2012), we estimate M˙ ≈ 1.2× 10−10 M⊙ yr−1
and v∞ ≈ 1500 km s−1. The obtained values are similar to those
found empirically for B-type stars (Oskinova et al. 2011).
In the presence of a large-scale stellar magnetic field, the ion-
ized wind material cannot freely propagate. At distances lower
then the Alfve´n radius, the ionized wind plasma is confined by the
magnetic field. For a simple dipolar field topology, neglecting the
stellar rotation, RA is related to the wind confinement parameter
η∗ = B2eqR2∗/M˙v∞ (ud-Doula & Owocki 2002) (where Beq is the
magnetic field strength at the stellar equator, which for a simple
dipole is half of the polar value) with RA ∝ η
1/4
∗ (ud-Doula et al.
2008, 2014). Using the wind parameters above with the stellar pa-
rameters in Table 3, we estimate RA ≈ 20 R∗.
However, ρ OphA is also a fast rotator, and rotation effects
could alter the value of RA. Consequently, we can indirectly esti-
mate the size of the middle magnetosphere of ρ OphA by model-
ing the multi-wavelength radio light curves, both for the total inten-
sity (Stokes I) and the circularly polarized emission (StokesV ). The
3D-model of the gyro-synchrotron emission from a dipole-shaped
stellar magnetosphere (Trigilio et al. 2004; Leto et al. 2006) was
applied using the polar field strength and the ORM geometry of
ρ OphA (parameters listed in Table 3).
The model has been developed under the hypothesis of spher-
ical symmetry. The simulations were performed using the aver-
age stellar radius of ρ OphA (R∗, listed in Table 3). To repro-
duce the observed shape of the multi-wavelength radio light curves
of ρ OphA, the Alfve´n radius was varied in the range 5–25 R∗,
with a simulation step of 1 R∗. The relativistic electrons were as-
sumed power law energy distributed: N(E) ∝ E−δ . The simula-
tions were performed using two different values of the spectral in-
dices δ = 2 and δ = 2.5, in accordance with the results retrieved
by the simulations of the radio emission of other hot magnetic
stars (Leto et al. 2006, 2017a, 2018). The equatorial thickness of
the middle-magnetosphere (l) was varied between 10 per cent and
100 per cent of RA. The relativistic electron density (nr), which
is responsible for the non-thermal radio emission, was varied in
the range 102–105 cm−3, and the adopted simulation step was
∆ lognr ≈ 0.1.
The temperature and density of the thermal plasma trapped
within the inner-magnetosphere are functions of the radial distance.
In accordance with the MCWS model, the temperature linearly in-
creases and the density linearly decreases moving outward. The
temperature at the stellar surface is assumed equal to Teff, whereas
the corresponding thermal electrons density (n0) was varied be-
tween 107 and 1010 cm−3, simulation step ∆ logn0 = 0.5.
Even if the simple dipole-like topology is a first approxima-
tion of the true magnetic field topology of ρ OphA, as discussed
in Sec. 5, among the explored sets of model free parameters, we
found some combinations that are able to simulate incoherent emis-
sion that is in agreement with the radio spectrum as well as the
modulation of the radio light curves of ρ OphA. The synthetic
radio light curves that better resemble the observed ones are dis-
played in Fig. 9. Top panels of the figure refer to the total inten-
sity (Stokes I), bottom panels to the circularly polarized emission
(StokesV ). Looking at the figure, it is evident that the StokesV
simulations are well in accordance with the observations, whereas
some discrepancies between observations and simulations are evi-
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Figure 9. Comparison between synthetic and observed radio light curves of ρ OphA. Top panels: total intensity (Stokes I) corresponding to each observing
band. Open circles are the values averaged over the time duration of the individual ATCA observing scans. Bottom panels: circularly polarized intensity
(StokesV ). Grey areas represent the envelope of the synthetic radio light curves corresponding to each set of the model free parameters able to produce
simulations that are fairly in accordance with the observations.
dent for the Stokes I. The circularly polarized emission is sensitive
to the ordered magnetic field, whereas also regions where the mag-
netic field is strongly anisotropic contributes to the total intensity.
This is further evidence that the overall magnetic field topology of
ρ OphA deviates from a simple dipole.
Using models simulations, we constrain several physical pa-
rameters of the ρ OphA magnetosphere. First, the simulations pre-
dict RA in the range 8–12 R∗. Both values of δ were found to pro-
duce synthetic radio light curves similar to the observed ones. The
two parameters l and nr are degenerate, hence we can only retrieve
the equatorial relativistic column density at the Alfve´n radius. For
δ = 2, nr× l = 1014.8±0.1 cm−2; for δ = 2.5, nr× l = 1015.5±0.2
cm−2. Finally, the effects of thermal free-free absorption are able
to reproduce the observed rotationally modulated amplitudes, with
trapped thermal electrons having an average energy kT ≈ 0.01 keV
and density n0 at the stellar surface in the range 10
8.5–109 cm−3.
The model also permits an estimate of the wind mass-loss rate
by using the radio measurements only. In fact, the equatorial re-
gion of the stellar magnetosphere where the thermal plasma opens
the magnetic field lines can be estimated from equating the mag-
netic energy density of the dipolar stellar field with the wind en-
ergy density, including the influence of the centrifugal component
from stellar rotation (for details see Trigilio et al. 2004). The size
of ρ OphA’s magnetosphere enables us to reproduce the observed
radio measurements with a mass-loss rate in the range 2.6×10−10–
2.1× 10−9 M⊙ yr−1, the corresponding values of η∗ would be-
come ≈ 9.1× 103–7.3× 104. The wind mass-loss rate estimated
using the scaling relation of the B-type star’s wind is lower than
the lower limit derived by modeling the radio emission of ρ OphA.
As discussed by Krticˇka (2014), deviations from the typical Solar
abundance could significantly modify the mass-loss rate of the ra-
diatively driven wind from the B type stars. We anticipate that the
chemical composition of ρ OphA may slightly deviate from that of
the Sun.
The wind power 12 M˙v
2
∞ corresponding to the mass loss rate
of ρ OphA, estimated by the radio emission modeling, holds in
the range 1032–1033 erg s−1. But, due to the presence of the large
scale stellar magnetic field, the wind plasma can escape only from
the polar caps, where the magnetic field lines are open. Then the
effective (or “actual”) mass-loss rate of ρ OphA will be M˙act =
1.4×10−10–1×10−11 M⊙ yr−1.
The mass lost via the wind also transports angular momen-
tum and leads to magnetic braking. The corresponding spin-down
time (τspin) of ρ OphA can be estimated using the relation given by
ud-Doula et al. (2009):
τspin ≈ 110
0.1
Bp/kG
M/M⊙
R∗/R⊙
√
v∞/(103kms−1)
M˙/(10−9M⊙ yr−1)
(Myr),
which produces a magnetic braking timescale of ρ OphA in the
range ≈ 24–90 Myr. We can estimate an upper limit to the spin-
down age (ts) of ρ OphA since arriving on the zero age main se-
quence (ZAMS). The age relation is ts,max = τspin ln(1/W ), where
the critical rotation parameter W = veq/vc is the ratio of the stel-
lar equatorial rotation speed veq = ωReq (with ω = 2pi/Prot an-
gular velocity) and the critical speed of rotation vc =
√
GM∗/Req
(where G is the gravitational constant). The relation was derived by
Petit et al. (2013) under the initial condition that the star rotates at
critical speed upon arriving on the ZAMS (W0 = 1). For ρ OphA,
W ≈ 0.64, and ts,max ≈ 11–40 Myr, which is longer than the age of
the ρ Oph group (5–10 Myr; Pillitteri et al. 2016). For ρ OphA, an
older age of 15.3 Myr was determined (Pillitteri et al. 2018), that is
still compatible with the range of spin-down ages above estimated.
Finally, we estimated the Kepler co-rotation radius (RK) of
ρ OphA. RK is the distance from the center of the star where the
centrifugal acceleration equates the gravitational one, then, this pa-
rameter can be retrieved from the relation: RKω
2 = GM∗/R2K. Us-
ing again the rotation parameterW , it is possible to write the scal-
ing relation: RK =W
−2/3Req, that allows us to derive RK as a
function of W . Using the stellar parameters listed in Table 3 we
derived RK ≈ 1.35 Req ≈ 1.6 R∗. As a result of the radio emission
modeling, we estimated the average value of the equatorial stellar
Alfve´n radius of ρ OphA (RA ≈ 10 R∗). Comparing the values of
these two radii, it follows that RK ≪ RA, classifying ρ OphA as a
star with a centrifugal magnetosphere. We also find that the dimen-
sionless parameter log(RA/RK) is ≈ 0.8, placing ρ OphA just at
the boundary of where magnetic early-type stars are Hα emitters,
which are characterized by log(RA/RK) ' 0.8 (Petit et al. 2013;
Shultz et al. 2019b).
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7 THE X-RAY EMISSION OF ρ OphA
Two X-ray bursts from ρ OphA, separated by ≈ 1.2 days, were
detected by XMM-Newton during observations performed in 2016.
The basal (quiescent) X-ray emission was instead observed almost
steady and well in accordance with the XMM-Newton measure-
ments performed in 2013 (Pillitteri et al. 2014). The two observ-
ing epochs are separated by more than 2.5 yrs, suggesting a steady
mechanism of the ρ OphA X-ray quiescent emission.
The average quiescent X-ray flux of ρ OphA is≈ 1.7×10−12
erg s−1 cm−2 corresponding to an X-ray luminosity of ≈ 4×1030
erg s−1. The MCWS model predicts an X-ray luminosity in the
range 1031–1032 erg s−1, derived using the scaling law: LX ∝
M˙v∞B
0.4
p (the range of wind mass loss rate was retrieved in Sec. 6
and listed in Table 3), which is significantly higher than the mea-
sured quiescent emission level. The XADMmodel predicts 5 times
lower X-ray luminosity, in this case the measured X-ray quies-
cent level lies within the expected theoretical range (2× 1030–
2× 1031 erg s−1). During the two X-ray bursts observed in 2016,
ρ OphA reached fluxes of ≈ 4× 10−12 and ≈ 8× 10−12 erg s−1
cm−2, respectively. The X-ray luminosities of these two events
were LX ≈ 0.9× 1031 and ≈ 1.9× 1031 erg s−1, which are com-
patible with the range predicted by the XADMmodel, even if close
to the upper boundary. Interestingly, Naze´ et al. (2014) found that
stars with large centrifugal magnetospheres can be overluminous
in X-rays as compared to the predictions of XADM. Consequently,
the high X-ray luminosity of ρ OphA further supports the presence
of a centrifugally supported magnetosphere for this star.
The ratios between the X-ray luminosity and the radio
(Sec. 4.1) spectral luminosity (LX/Lν,rad) are: ≈ 1013.3 Hz dur-
ing the quiescent X-rays emission; 1013.7 Hz during the first X-
ray pulse; 1014 Hz during the second and strongest pulse. It is
worth noting that the above ratios between the X-ray and radio
luminosities of ρ OphA violate the empiric Gu¨edel-Benz relation:
LX/Lν,rad ≈ 1015.5 Hz (Gu¨del & Benz 1993; Benz & Gu¨del 1994),
that is valid for main sequence stars ranging from the F to the early
M spectral types. The X-ray behavior of ρ OphA is quite intrigu-
ing, in fact, ρ OphA comes closest to the Gu¨edel-Benz relation dur-
ing its X-ray bright states.
The radio and the X-ray emission that characterize the stellar
magnetic activity of the late-type stars and the Sun is well under-
stood. In the case of Solar flares, the energy release occurs at the
top of the coronal magnetic loops, where the local plasma is accel-
erated to the relativistic regime. These non-thermal electrons im-
pacting with the photosphere produce hard X-rays at the magnetic
loop footprints by means of a thick-target bremsstrahlung emission
mechanism, whereas a softer X-ray component is radiated by the
evaporation of chromospheric plasma that rises to the top of the
flaring loop (see Aschwanden 2002 and references therein).
The spectral index (α) of the non-thermal X-ray photons pro-
duced by the thick-target bremsstrahlung emission mechanism is
related to the spectral index (δ ) of the relativistic electrons im-
pacting with the surface by the simple relation: α = δ −1 (Brown
1971). The relativistic electrons responsible for the X-ray emission
from the loop footprints are the same non-thermal electrons that
fills the flaring magnetic loops and that radiates at the radio regime
by the incoherent gyro synchrotron emission mechanism.
For the hot magnetic stars, the energy release responsible for
the non-thermal plasma occurs in a magneto-disc located just out-
side the equatorial Alfve´n radius, as in the magnetosphere of Jupiter
(Nichols 2011). Here the acceleration process involves the whole
stellar magnetosphere, then, the corresponding magnetic footprints
Table 4. Parameters used to fit the X-ray spectra of ρ OphA acquired during
the faint and the bright states (Pillitteri et al. 2017). Brackets provide the re-
lated uncertainties. The spectral fits were performed assuming two models:
three thermal components, and two thermal components plus power-law.
Quiescient 1st burst 2nd burst
3T thermal model
kT1 (keV) 0.37(0.05) 0.19(0.09) 0.96(0.06)
EM1 (1053 cm−3) 0.52(0.08) 1.5(1) 4.0(0.6)
Flux1 (10−12 erg s−1 cm−2) 0.21(0.04) 0.4(0.25) 1.9(0.4)
kT2 (keV) 0.91(0.03) 0.9(0.1) 3.3(0.3)
EM2 (1053 cm−3) 1.17(0.08) 1.5(0.3) 1.1(0.2)
Flux2 (10−12 erg s−1 cm−2) 0.63(0.04) 0.8(0.2) 2.2(0.3)
kT3 (keV) 2.2(0.1) 3.5(0.4) 4.1(0.4)
EM3 (1053 cm−3) 1.9(0.1) 4.9(0.4) 8.1(0.4)
Flux3 (10−12 erg s−1 cm−2) 0.89(0.04) 2.8(0.2) 3.5(0.6)
Reduced χ2 1.94 1.10 1.27
d. o. f. 94 38 41
2T thermal + power-law model
kT1 (keV) 0.82(0.02) 0.90(0.08) 1.0(0.1)
EM1 (1053 cm−3) 1.22(0.05) 1.2(0.4) 3(1)
Flux1 (10−12 erg s−1 cm−2) 0.68(0.03) 1.2(0.8) 1.5(0.5)
kT2 (keV) 2.0(0.1) 2.8(0.4) 1.9(0.8)
EM2 (1053 cm−3) 1.7(0.1) 0.02(0.01) 8(4)
Flux2 (10−12 erg s−1 cm−2) 0.81(0.07) 0.7(0.2) 3.8(0.7)
K (10−4 ph keV−1 s−1 cm−2 at 1 keV) 0.5(0.2) 7(2) 3(1)
α 2.4(0.2) 2.2(0.2) 1.3(0.2)
Fluxpow (10−12 erg s−1 cm−2) 0.25(0.1) 2(1) 2.3(0.5)
Reduced χ2 2.09 1.36 1.14
d. o. f. 94 38 37
are shaped like annular rings around the magnetic poles, similar to
the auroral rings observed in the magnetized planets of the solar
system (Badman et al. 2015). The simulations performed in Sec. 6
allowed us to confirm that the radio emission from ρ OphA is pro-
duced by the gyro-synchrotron emission mechanism from a popu-
lation of non-thermal electrons power-law energy distributed with
spectral index δ = 2–2.5. In order to identify evidence for non-
thermal electrons based on the X-ray emission, we re-analyzed X-
ray spectra in quiescence and in outburst, with the goal of checking
for the presence of a non-thermal spectral component. Two dis-
tinct modeling approaches have been followed: (1) a purely ther-
mal (APEC) three component (3T) model, and (2) a 2T thermal
model plus non-thermal component, with A(E) = KE−α , where
A is the specific photon flux. For the ISM hydrogen column den-
sity and abundance of the heavy elements, the same values adopted
by Pillitteri et al. (2017) have been used. The corresponding fit pa-
rameters are listed in Table 4. The new spectral analysis indicates
that the pure 3T thermal model produces better quality fits of the
X-ray spectra acquired during the quiescent state and during the
first burst, whereas for the spectrum of the second burst the model
including a non-thermal component has a better quality fit.
Even if the χ2 statistic cannot clearly support one of the two
proposed cases (pure multicomponent thermal model vs thermal
plus non-thermal model), the possible existence of non-thermal X-
ray photons within ρ OphA’s spectra can be related to the pres-
ence of the non-thermal electrons responsible for incoherent gyro-
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synchrotron radio emission. The coincidence of the spectral in-
dex retrieved by the fit of the X-ray spectrum acquired during the
second burst (α = 1.3), with the value expected from the thick-
target bremsstrahlung emission mechanism (α = 1–1.5) could by
a clue of the impact of the non-thermal electrons with the surface
annular rings around the magnetic poles of ρ OphA. This might
be a stellar analogue to the X-ray auroral emission from Jupiter
(Branduardi-Raymon et al. 2007, 2008).
As discussed above, ρ OphA displays considerable X-
ray variability. Following the RFHD simulation approach
(Townsend et al. 2007) the X-ray emission from hot magnetic stars
is expected to be fairly steady. In fact the X-rays are produced far
from the star from optically thin plasma. On the other hand, if there
is a significant contribution of non-thermal X-rays due to thick-
target bremsstrahlung emission, rotational variability of ρ OphA’s
X-ray emission is expected. The source regions of such non-
thermal X-rays components are likely shaped as bi-dimensional
annular rings centred on the magnetic poles, so the X-ray emis-
sion level will expected to be sensitive to the visible geometrical
area of the polar rings.
To explain the ρ OphA’s observed X-ray variability, we stud-
ied the geometrical modulation of the visible area of the polar rings,
which are the proposed sites of the X-ray auroral emission, and
which could make a significant contribution to the total budget of
the X-ray emission from ρ OphA. For an ORM, the visible area
of the polar rings is a function of the stellar rotation. To estimate
the stellar rotation effect, we sampled the volume of the star us-
ing a cartesian grid. The visible areas of all the elements of the
stellar surface lying within a fixed range of magnetic latitudes (Λ)
have been added together. This was repeated varying the stellar ro-
tational phase. The above procedure was performed adapting the
procedure developed to calculate 〈Bz〉 of an ORM as a function of
the stellar rotation (see Leto et al. 2016 for details).
The magnetic latitude of the polar ring is defined by the mag-
netic field line that crosses the magnetic equatorial plane at the dis-
tance equal to RA. For a simple magnetic dipole, the polar equation
of the magnetic field line is: R= Lcos2Λ (where L is the shell pa-
rameter, equal to the radial distance of the point where the magnetic
field line crosses the magnetic equator). Using the magnetosphere
parameters given in Sec. 6, the L-shell parameter that locates the
inner boundary of the middle-magnetosphere of ρ OphA is in the
range 8–12 R∗. The corresponding magnetic latitudes at the stellar
surface are Λ ≈ 69◦ and Λ ≈ 73◦. Adopting the ORM of ρ OphA,
we calculated the visible area of the northern and the southern polar
rings with Λ in the range 69◦–73◦. The fractional area of the visible
auroral rings (with respect to the whole stellar disc) is shown in the
top panel of Fig. 10 as a function of the stellar rotational phase. The
visible areas of the two polar rings show a clear rotational modu-
lation. In particular, the geometry of ρ OphA makes the northern
ring more visible. In the top of Fig. 10 are also pictured the car-
toons showing the visible polar rings related to four particular stel-
lar orientations, corresponding to the effective magnetic nulls and
the 〈Bz〉 extrema.
We use the new ephemeris (Eq. 1) to phase-fold the 2016
X-ray measurements. The X-ray luminosities higher than the qui-
escent level are pictured in the middle panel of Fig. 10, the X-
ray measurements of ρ OphA acquired during the two brighter
states, and used for the spectral fitting process discussed above,
are marked by using the coloured symbols. The lower limit of
the wind power produced by ρ OphA is also reported (horizon-
tal dashed line in the middle panel of Fig. 10). For comparison,
the phase-folded X-ray fluxes (in counts of photons per second)
Figure 10. Top panel: fraction of the oval area visible from Earth during
ρ OphA’s rotation. The red line refers to the area of the southern oval, the
blue line to the northern, the black line is the sum of the contributions from
both ovals. The cartoons show the visibility of X-ray auroral rings for four
characteristic orientations of ρ OphA. The southern X-ray auroral ring is
marked in red, the northern in blue. Middle panel: measured X-ray luminos-
ity during the bright states of ρ OphA observed during 2016. The data have
been averaged over time (see Pillitteri et al. 2017). The X-ray data are phase
folded using the period reported in Eq. 1. The red (1st burst) and blue (2nd
burst) stars refer to the X-ray measurements used to perform the spectral
analysis discussed in the text. Bottom panel: light curve of the X-ray count
rate phase folded using the same ephemeris. The X-ray measurements were
averaged within phase bins of 0.02. The 2013 observations (Pillitteri et al.
2014) are marked using the filled squares. The open squares refer to the
2016 observations (Pillitteri et al. 2017). The grey lines pictured in the bot-
tom and middle panels locate the quiescent level of the X-ray emission. The
sinusoidal fit of the radio light curve of the incoherent circularly polarized
emission in absolute value is also reported in the bottom panel (red dashed
line refers to the 〈Sv〉< 0, blue to the 〈Sv〉> 0).
of ρ OphA measured during the years 2013 (Pillitteri et al. 2014)
and 2016 (Pillitteri et al. 2017) are pictured in the lower panel of
Fig. 10.
Comparison between the geometrical simulation and the ob-
servations reveals that the second and stronger event of enhanced
X-ray emission from ρ OphA occurs at a phase where only the
northern polar ring is visible. The first and weaker event is instead
related to a stellar orientation that makes visible almost the same
fractional area from both rings. Our geometrical analysis suggests
that significant fractions of the polar rings are always visible, hence,
the coincidence between the non-thermal X-ray emission and the
maximum polar ring area visibility seems not to be a stringent con-
dition for detecting non-thermal auroral X-rays.
The very fact that the X-ray light curve of ρ OphA is rotation-
ally modulated means that a significant fraction of X-rays comes
from magnetospheric regions close to the star. As discussed by
Pillitteri et al. (2017), the bulk of the X-ray emission during the
quiescent state originates from plasma at a temperature in the range
≈ 10–25 MK. A further contribution of hotter plasma (temperature
≈ 40–50 MK) is instead needed to reproduce the X-ray spectra ac-
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quired during the two bursts. Following the non-thermal modeling
approach, the spectral contribution of this hot plasma is replaced by
the non-thermal X-ray photons, but the presence of thermal plasma,
at a few tens of MK, is still confirmed.
The main source of the X-ray emission from hot mag-
netic stars is the kinetic energy of the colliding wind streams
from the two opposite hemispheres (Babel & Montmerle 1997;
ud-Doula et al. 2014). The Rankine-Hugoniot condition for a
strong shock is T ≈ 14(vwind/103km s−1)2 MK. Hence, for the
maximum wind velocity v∞ = 1500 km s
−1, the shocked plasma
can reach a temperature of a few tens of MK, in accordance with
the values estimated above by both modeling approaches. How-
ever, for the second and higher peak, the XMM-Newton spectrum
shows the Fe XXV line at λ = 1.8 A˚ (6.7 keV) that is surely as-
sociated with plasma temperatures in excess of 5.4 keV (T > 62.7
MK) and cannot be explained by a power-law component. Thus a
model describing the X-ray spectral features observed during this
“bright state” of ρ OphA requires the presence of a very hot ther-
mal plasma, as also suggested by the high temperature of the hottest
thermal component of the pure thermal model (Table 4).
As discussed above, the MCWSmodel is unable to explain the
temperature required to produce the 6.7 keV line. Nevertheless,
RFHD modeling of the magnetically confined wind predicts the
possible existence of highly energetic plasma (temperature level
≈ 100 MK) within the magnetosphere. The RFHD simulation ap-
proach showed that such hot magnetospheric regions are located
close to the star, where both hard and soft X-rays can be produced
(Townsend et al. 2007). Depending on the stellar geometry, these
very hot plasma regions could be eclipsed as the star rotates, lead-
ing to a significant rotational modulation of the stellar X-ray emis-
sion.
On the other hand, the origin of such a hot thermal plasma
component could be also explained as a secondary effect of the
non-thermal particle bombardment of the stellar surface. Not only
non-thermal X-rays are produced, but plasma evaporation can also
result. As in the case of solar flares, evaporated plasma can fill mag-
netic coronal loops. This seems to be a reasonable possibility in the
case of ρ OphA. In fact, the comparison between the X-ray and
radio light curves, shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 10, indicates
that both observables are spatially related. The observational evi-
dence suggests that both the radio and the X-rays could arise from
magnetospheric regions that are mostly spatially coincident, and so
the visibility of the magnetospheric regions above the poles may
also be a favorable geometry for detecting thermal auroral X-rays.
8 THE AURORAL RADIO EMISSION OF ρ OphA
The non-thermal electrons responsible for the incoherent gyro-
synchrotron radio emission of ρ OphA originate in acceleration re-
gions located far from the star. Among the fast electrons propagat-
ing within the magnetosphere, only those with very low pitch an-
gles (angles between the electron velocity and the magnetic vector)
can impact on the stellar surface. As a consequence, the reflected
electron population (magnetic mirroring effect, Jackson 1962) will
be deprived of low pitch-angle electrons. This condition promotes
the development of the loss-cone unstable electron energy distribu-
tion, that pumps the Electron Cyclotron Maser (Wu & Lee 1979;
Melrose & Dulk 1982).
The ECM coherent emission mechanism amplifies the radia-
tion at frequencies close to the first few harmonics of the local gyro-
frequency (νB = 2.8× 10−3B/G GHz). But, traveling trough the
more external layers, where the local gyro-frequency is equal to the
second harmonic of the amplified frequency, the electromagnetic
waves amplified at the fundamental harmonic will be very likely
suppressed by the gyromagnetic absorption effect (Melrose & Dulk
1982). The elementary ECM emitting process produces amplified
radiation constrained within a very thin hollow-cone (axis coincid-
ing with the local magnetic field vector) of large half aperture θ
(≈ 90◦). The hollow-cone thickness (∆θ ) and aperture are related
to the electron velocity v by the following relations: ∆θ ≈ v/c;
cosθ ≈ v/c (Melrose & Dulk 1982), where c is the speed of light.
Highly polarized amplified radio emission, powered by the co-
herent ECM, is commonly detected from the magnetized planets of
the solar system and related to their planetary aurorae (Zarka 1998),
or planetary ARE. The overall beam pattern of the ARE from a real
source is the envelope of the elementary ECM sources. In the case
of the ARE generated in a thin magnetospheric cavity (i.e., lam-
inar source region), the escaping amplified radiation is confined
within a narrow beam tangentially directed along the cavity walls
(Louarn & Le Queau 1996).
The observed highly polarized pulses from hot magnetic stars
are the stellar analogue of planetary ARE. Following the above
“tangent plane beaming model”, stellar ARE will be seen in the
form of highly polarized radio pulses, as a consequence of stellar
rotation, making the stars where this coherent phenomenon occurs
similar to radio lighthouses.
As discussed above, the frequency of the ECM is directly re-
lated to the local magnetic field strength. For a simple dipolar topol-
ogy, the magnetic field strength decreases outwards as R−3, where
R is the radial distance from the star. Thus for unstable electrons
constrained within a thin magnetic shell, the ECM source regions
are rings located at different heights above the magnetic poles. The
observed large bandwidth of the ECM is a consequence of the wide
range of magnetic field strengths covered by the regions where the
maser amplification occurs. The observed maser emission is the
overlap of the narrow-band emission produced in magnetospheric
layers at different local field strengths. The lower frequencies of
the ECM arise from farther regions, where the field is weaker,
whereas higher frequencies are generated close to the star. If the
ECM is generated at the second harmonic of νB, the rings where
ρ OphA’s coherent emission at the L-band arises are located in the
range 0.82–1.07 stellar radii above the poles, (the adopted stellar
radius and polar magnetic field strength are listed in Table 3). The
first harmonic instead originates from layers located 0.44–0.64 R∗
above the surface.
The ECM beam forms a large angle θ (≈ 90◦) with respect
to the local magnetic field vector. Then, assuming an absolutely
rigidly rotating magnetosphere, the stellar ARE can be detected
from Earth only when the stellar magnetic dipole axis is almost
perpendicular to the line of sight. This condition is realized at the
rotational phases close to the nulls of the effective magnetic field
curve. Further, the elementary ECM emission mechanism mainly
amplifies just one of the two magneto-ionic modes of the electro-
magnetic waves, propagating within the magnetized plasma (each
one with opposite circular polarization direction). The growth rate
of the amplified mode, that define what mode prevails (X-mode
versus O-mode), depends on the local magnetic field strength and
plasma density (Sharma & Vlahos 1984; Melrose, Hewitt & Dulk
1984). This explains the observed high degree of polarization for
the auroral pulses. The circular polarization sense of the ARE is re-
lated to the magnetic field vector orientation of the auroral source
region. Hence the sign of the StokesV parameter bears the signature
of the stellar hemisphere where the ARE originates.
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In the case of the ARE from ρ OphA, a helicity reversal of
the L band circular polarization sense has clearly been observed
(see Fig. 7). The evidence of a dominant sign of the circular polar-
ization at well-defined stellar orientations indicates that the beam
patterns of the auroral emission arising from the two opposite hemi-
spheres of ρ OphA are not parallel. The behavior of the ARE from
ρ OphA is in accordance with the auroral beam pattern oriented at
an angle lower than 90◦ with respect to the local magnetic field vec-
tor. This effect could be intrinsic to the elementary ECM amplifica-
tion mechanism, or due to the upward refraction by the dense ther-
mal plasma trapped within the inner-magnetosphere (Trigilio et al.
2011; Lo et al. 2012).
The observable effects of the auroral beam orientation have
been extensively analyzed by Leto et al. (2016), who explored the
ARE features from a dipole dominated ORM magnetosphere as a
function of the beam geometry. The model parameters that con-
trol the auroral beam pattern are: the hollow cone thickness, an-
gle ∆θ ; the cone half-aperture, angle θ ; the angular width of the
beam centred to the plane tangent to the cavity wall. Assum-
ing that the ARE from ρ OphA originates from the hotter plasma
component responsible for the X-ray emission, the electron en-
ergy can be used to constrain some parameters of the beam ge-
ometry. Following the ECM amplification mechanism, an unsta-
ble electron population with average energy 4.1 keV, correspond-
ing to the hottest plasma component used to fit the X-ray spectrum
acquired during the strongest X-ray burst (see Table 4), produces
ARE beamed within a large conical sheet with thickness ∆θ ≈ 7◦
and half-opening angle θ ≈ 82◦. The X-ray spectra model fitting
have been also performed using a combination of thermal com-
ponents plus non-thermal X-rays photons. In this latter case, the
temperatures of the hottest thermal components used to fit the three
X-ray spectra were found similar during quiescent and high states.
The ARE beam parameters corresponding to the average tempera-
ture (kT = 2.2 keV) are ∆θ ≈ 5◦ and θ ≈ 84◦.
Adopting the ORM reported in Table 3, we simulated the light
curves of the ARE from ρ OphA varying the extension of the au-
roral beam size between 4 and 40 degrees (simulation step 2◦),
whereas for the other model parameters the two cases discussed
above have been explored. The adopted magnetospheric shell is
constrained between L = 8 and L = 12 R∗, in accordance with the
analysis performed in Sec. 6 and Sec. 7.
The synthetic ARE produced at ν = 2.1 GHz was compared
with the observed ones and with the effective magnetic curve of
ρ OphA. The set of parameters that best reproduce the observed
shape of the ARE from ρ OphA is: beam size in the range 10–
15 degrees, ∆θ = 7◦, and θ = 82◦. The identification of the above
parameters suggest that the electrons radiating the ARE coincide
with the hottest thermal component radiating X-rays, even if the
low number of radio measurements of the ARE from ρ OphA pre-
vents a final conclusion.
The simulated auroral light curves for the cases of O (top
panel) and X (middle panel) dominant mode are pictured in Fig. 11
(for the theoretical curves shown in the figure we used δ = 12◦).
The curve of the effective magnetic field, corresponding to the
ORM of ρ OphA, is also superimposed. The comparison between
simulations and observations is shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 11.
Comparing the sequence of the simulated auroral pulses with
the measured ARE, we observe that the sequence of the circularly
polarized pulses predicted by the X-mode auroral emission is in
better agreement with the observed one. Such a correlation demon-
strates that the extraordinary magneto-ionic mode is mainly am-
Figure 11. Synthetic ARE from ρ OphA. Top panel: O-mode dominant
magneto-ionic mode. Middle panel: X-mode dominant mode. The effec-
tive magnetic curve corresponding to the ORM of ρ OphA is also reported
(dot-dashed line). Bottom panel: comparison between the measured circular
polarization fraction (filled dots) above the detection threshold (grey area)
with the simulated curve for the X-mode, normalized to the observed ex-
trema. The blue refers to the RCP polarizations sense, the red to the LCP. To
well match observations and simulations, the theoretical curve was shifted
in phase, see text for details.
plified within the magnetosphere of ρ OphA. In this case the LCP
amplified emission (StokesV < 0) mainly arises from the southern
hemisphere, whereas the RCP emission (StokesV > 0) originates
in the northern hemisphere (Fig. 11). The helicity reversal of the
ARE occurs close to φ ≈ 0.5, whereas the corresponding null of
the effective magnetic field occurs close to φ ≈ 0.6. Hence, in the
layers where the ARE is produced, the magnetic polarity reversal
anticipates (∆φ ≈ 0.1) the corresponding null of the effective mag-
netic field, which traces the average orientation of the magnetic
field vector anchored at the stellar surface. As already discussed
at the end of Sec. 5, this highlights that the pure magnetic dipole
topology is only a first approximation of the true magnetic topology
of ρ OphA. In fact, the observed and the synthetic auroral emission
(the latter simulated assuming as a first approximation the ORM
geometry retrieved in Sec. 5) match well when a phase shift is
introduced; see the bottom panel of Fig. 11.
For ρ OphA the ECM mainly amplifies the extraordinary
magneto-ionic mode (bottom panel of Fig. 11), for which the
circular polarization sense corresponds with the helicity of the
electrons that move within the magnetized region. This is the
case of the ECM operating in low-density magnetospheric regions
(Sharma & Vlahos 1984; Melrose et al. 1984), converse to the case
of HD142301 where the ECM operates in a denser region and
mainly amplifies the ordinary mode (Leto et al. 2019). Finally, the
statistically significant detection of highly RCP L-band emission
close to the 〈Bz〉 null at φ ≈ 0.07 is a further confirmation that the
ARE is efficiently produced within the magnetosphere of ρ OphA.
The cartoon pictured in Fig. 12 shows the front view of
ρ OphA’s magnetosphere correctly oriented to make the stellar
ARE detectable from Earth. The spots pictured in the figure are
the beams of the auroral emission, oriented to the observer, arising,
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Figure 12. Meridional cross section of ρ OphA’s magnetosphere oriented
with the magnetic axis almost perpendicular to the line of sight. The pic-
tured dipolar field lines are displaced in the plane of the sky. The rings
above the magnetic poles, blue for the northern and red for the southern,
locate the magnetospheric region where the second harmonic of the local
gyro-frequency equals 2.5 (ring nearest to the surface) and 1.7 GHz (far-
thest ring). The spots represent the highly directive auroral beam when this
is almost aligned with the line of sight.
respectively, from the northern (blue spots) and the southern (red
spots) stellar hemispheres. The non perfect perpendicular beam ori-
entation, with respect to the local magnetic field vector, explains
the observed change of the circular polarization sense as ρ OphA
rotates. The left panel of Fig. 12 shows the magnetospheric ori-
entation that is in accordance with the detection of the ARE from
the southern hemisphere; the right panel is instead related to ARE
detection from the northern hemisphere.
As discussed above, the auroral beam orientation is related to
the elementary ECM amplification process, but further refraction
effects may be suffered by the auroral radiation traversing the sur-
rounding ionized medium. The angle θ used to perform the simula-
tions discussed above was retrieved from the energy of the thermal
electrons responsible for the X-ray emission from ρ OphA. The
accordance between simulations and observations is satisfying, so
we conclude that the density of the medium is low enough to not
produce significant further deflection or absorption effects.
9 DISCUSSION
ρ OphA is the sixth early-type magnetic star where a stellar ARE
has been detected (Trigilio et al. 2000; Das et al. 2018, 2019a,b;
Leto et al. 2019). In order for the ARE to be detected, the source
must be observed when its magnetic field axis is almost perpendic-
ular to the line-of-sight. But the true magnetic field topology could
deviate from a simple dipole rigidly anchored to the stellar surface.
Then, some auroral pulse might be observed shifted with respect to
the phase location of the effective magnetic nulls. This seems to be
the case in ρ OphA (see bottom panel of Fig. 11). Offset effects are
commonly observed in hot magnetic stars showing coherent ARE
(Kochukhov et al. 2014; Leto et al. 2019; Das et al. 2019a,b). Fur-
ther, the frequencies of the electromagnetic waves amplified by the
ECM are tuned at radio frequencies that are a function of the stellar
magnetic field strength. All of these conditions make the detection
of stellar ARE difficult. Hence, the ever increasing number of early-
type magnetic stars discovered as auroral radio sources suggest that
the suitable physical conditions able to amplify the ARE are com-
monly achieved within the magnetospheres of early-type stars.
The ECM emission mechanism responsible for stellar ARE in
early-type magnetospheres is likely powered by the loss-cone un-
stable electron energy distribution (Leto et al. 2019). This unstable
energy distribution can be developed if a fraction of the fast elec-
trons, responsible for the incoherent non-thermal radio emission,
deeply penetrate the magnetospheric layers impacting with the stel-
lar surface. The reflected electron populations will be then deprived
by those electrons that have velocity vectors almost aligned with
the magnetic field lines giving rise to the unstable loss-cone elec-
tron energy distribution. The electrons’ impact with the stellar sur-
face, which is the ARE triggering event, could, in addition to the
wind-shocks, be a significant source of X-ray emission and also
responsible for ρ OphA’s observed X-ray behavior.
Interestingly, the X-ray spectra of ρ OphA are also compati-
ble with X-ray photons with a power-law energy distribution. The
presence of non thermal X-ray photons is not a unique prerogative
of the early B magnetic stars. The cooler star CUVir (Teff ≈ 13
kK) also has an X-ray spectrum compatible with the presence of a
non-thermal component (Robrade et al. 2018).
In the case of both ρ OphA and CUVir, primary (non-thermal
X-ray photons) and secondary (coherent radio emission) observ-
able effects of the electrons’ impact with the stellar surface were
detected. But, at the present time, the X-rays from ρ OphA also
show evidence of a clear rotational variability and the presence of
very hot thermal plasma. If there is a significant contribution to the
X-ray emission of ρ OphA from the plasma process related to the
fast-electrons’ impact with the stellar surface, the X-ray emitting
regions will be very likely located in compact magnetospheric re-
gions close to the magnetic poles. Hence, the observed rotational
modulation of the X-ray light curve might be compatible with a
simple geometric effect.
The non-thermal plasma streams that impact the star could
be a source of hot thermal plasma. The high energy released dur-
ing relativistic particle bombardment on the stellar surface leads to
plasma evaporation, that fills the magnetic shell region close to the
star of hot thermal plasma. Such hot plasma could explain the de-
tection of the emission line at 6.7 keV from highly ionized Fe, that
is a signature of the presence of plasma at temperatures beyond 60
MK. Furthermore, a large fraction of X-rays might be created by
this very hot plasma, producing not-negligible effects on the total
X-ray continuum spectrum.
As discussed in Sec. 8, the ARE from ρ OphA is in ac-
cordance with amplification of the extraordinary magneto-ionic
mode. Following the ECM theory, the X-mode is mainly ampli-
fied within regions where νp/νB < 0.3–0.35 (with νp the local
plasma frequency) (Sharma & Vlahos 1984; Melrose et al. 1984).
The above condition constrains the density of the thermal elec-
trons (Ne) located in the region where the ARE originates. The
plasma frequency is related to Ne by the following relation: νp =
9× 10−6√Ne (GHz), thus, the electron density of the magneto-
spheric layer at ≈ 1 R∗ above the stellar surface (where the L-
band ARE of ρ OphA originates) has to be / 109 cm−3. As the
radio frequency increases, the ARE arises from deeper magne-
tospheric layers and the allowed plasma density is consequently
higher. The emission measure (EM = N2eV , with V volume of the
emitting source) of this thermal plasma can be estimated assuming
the source region constrained between two truncated cones, cen-
tred on the stellar magnetic axis. The lower and upper radii of the
two truncated cones are given by the intersection of the boundary
magnetic field lines of the middle-magnetosphere, with, respec-
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Figure 13. Sketch of the scenario proposed to consistently explain the radio and the X-ray observations of ρ OphA. In the magnetospheric region where the
magnetic energy is strong enough the radiatively driven stellar wind cannot freely expand. This is the inner magnetosphere (the light grey area). The stellar
wind is channeled by the closed field lines of the magnetic dipole. The ionized matter arising from the two magnetic hemispheres (curved arrows) collides and
shocks close to the magnetic equatorial plane, producing thermal X-ray emission (equatorial red areas). Far from the star, the magnetic field strength decreases.
When the energy of the trapped matter is high enough, the trapped plasma opens the magnetic field lines forming current sheets. These regions are sites of
magnetic reconnection events that accelerate the local plasma up to relativistic energy (pictured using the light-green areas just outside the Alfve´n surface).
The non-thermal electrons (represented by the small solid black arrows) freely propagate within the middle-magnetosphere radiating at the radio regime by
the gyro-synchrotron emission mechanism. The non-thermal electrons that deeply penetrate the stellar magnetosphere impact on the surface producing non-
thermal X-ray photons by the thick target breemstrahlung emission mechanism. The region of such non-thermal X-ray emission has a ring shape centred on
the stellar magnetic poles, like an auroral oval. The source of the auroral non-thermal X-ray photons (large curved blue area located on the stellar surface) is
pictured in the zoomed view of the northern magnetosphere. The energy released by the bombardment of the surface produces evaporation of plasma, that fills
the deep regions of the middle-magnetosphere and is responsible for the auroral thermal X-ray component (areas of decreasing red intensity). The non-thermal
electrons mirrored by the converging magnetic field are deprived by those electrons that, impacting the star, originate the auroral non-thermal X-ray photons.
This condition gives rise to an unstable energy distribution in the electrons moving outwards (white solid small arrows), triggering the auroral coherent radio
emission from rings located above the polar regions. The anisotropic radiation beam of the ARE is almost perpendicular to the polar magnetic field vector and
tangentially directed to the auroral ring. The ARE beams directed to the observer are highlighted by the two blue bright spots.
tively, the stellar surface and the plane perpendicular to the mag-
netic axis located above the surface where the ARE arises. The L-
shell parameter of the inner boundary of the middle-magnetosphere
was fixed at 8 R∗. The outer boundary was assumed at L = 12 R∗.
This in accordance with the size of the magnetosphere of ρ OphA
estimated in Sec. 6. Assuming conservatively a constant thermal
electron density of 109 cm−3, within the magnetospheric regions
constrained between the stellar surface and the layer where the
physical conditions able to support the ARE from ρ OphA are sat-
isfied, we estimate≈ 1052 cm−3 as order of magnitude of EM. The
above EM estimation was performed imposing an electron den-
sity compatible with the extraordinary magneto-ionic mode ampli-
fication, that for the electron-cyclotron maser emission mechanism
is also expected to be dominant over the O-mode (Melrose et al.
1984). To fit the X-ray spectrum obtained during the bright states
we need EM ≈ 1053 cm−3 for the hottest thermal plasma compo-
nent (see Table 4). To produce a stronger X-ray emission from the
auroral regions, a hot plasma with density higher than 109 cm−3 is
required. But, such high density plasma inhibits the X-mode prop-
agation, so the ARE from ρ OphA will expected to be strongly
suppressed.
The auroral X-ray photons might have a dual origin: non-
thermal emission from the auroral oval; and thermal emission from
the very hot plasma just above the surface. In this case ARE and
X-ray emissions are expected to anti correlate. When the plasma
conditions are suitable for ARE amplification and propagation, the
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consequent auroral X-ray emission is expected to be quite low. On
the contrary, higher plasma density within the auroral source re-
gions is compatible with the observed X-ray bright states, but the
coherent auroral radio emission might be strongly inhibited. We
showed that the visibility of the magnetospheric regions where the
incoherent radio emission is maximum, nearly corresponding to a
pole-on view of the magnetic poles, may be a favorable geome-
try for detecting the thermal auroral X-rays (see bottom panel of
Fig. 10). But at the present, we cannot be sure if only the stel-
lar rotation is able to produce observable variability effects on the
thermal auroral X-ray emission from ρ OphA.
It is worth noting that the power of the radiatively driven wind
of ρ OphA (higher than 1032 erg s−1, Sec. 6) is higher than the cu-
mulative power radiated at the radio (≈ 1.8×1029 erg s−1, Sec. 4.1)
and X-ray (/ 1.9×1031 erg s−1, Sec. 7), hence, the wind energy of
ρ OphA is high enough to power both radio and X-ray emissions.
Extending the MCWS scenario, the stellar wind might be the en-
gine of plasma processes responsible for ρ OphA’s emission, from
the radio to the X-ray, including those of auroral origin, Fig. 13.
On the basis of the common observing features that charac-
terize different hot magnetized stars, the physical processes acting
within the magnetosphere of ρ OphA are very likely acting within
the magnetospheres of all the stars belonging to this class. Obvi-
ously, the observing features induced by the plasma processes de-
scribed above will be seen in different ways from different objects.
For example, stellar geometry and rotation inclination has a crucial
role for ARE detectability.
However, open questions remain. The XMM-Newtonmeasure-
ments covered a time range 140 ks long (≈ 1.6 days), that corre-
sponds to ≈ 2 full rotations of ρ OphA (Prot ≈ 0.75 days). During
the 2016 X-ray measurements ρ OphA showed each magnetic pole
two times. From a pure geometrical point of view, the detection
of four X-ray pulses was expected, while only two were detected,
meaning that not all polar passages produce X-ray bright states.
As discussed above, the triggering source of the auroral ra-
dio and X-ray phenomena are the non-thermal electrons responsi-
ble for the incoherent gyro-synchrotron radio emission. The stabil-
ity of the observed flux levels ensures a constant density of these
relativistic electrons within the middle-magnetosphere of ρ OphA,
at least over the 5 days covered by the ATCA measurements. But
we reasonably expect the time scale over which the radio emis-
sion of ρ OphA is stable is much longer than five days. In fact,
multi epoch observations showed that the radio emission of other
early-type magnetic stars (i.e. σ Ori E and HD142301) was stable
over a time scale of years (Leto et al. 2012, 2019). This implies that
magnetic reconnection, which is the acceleration mechanism able
to create these fast electrons, likely occurs as a steady mechanism
within the magnetospheres of the early-type magnetic stars. This
contrasts with the case of flares from the Sun and other cool stars,
where magnetic reconnection appears more stochastic.
The plasma process occurring within the magnetospheres of
the early-type magnetic stars are triggered by their stellar winds.
The mass loss of such kind of main sequence stars is uniform and
steady, hence their magnetospheric physical conditions are quite
stable. Nevertheless, there is some evidence that the ARE behav-
ior can be variable. For CUVir, the pulses do not exactly repeat,
although they do show a regular phase arrival time (Lo et al. 2012;
Pyper et al. 2013). Consequently, the ARE of hot stars is not nec-
essarily stable. The fast electron population causing the stable in-
coherent non-thermal radio emission from ρ OphA also induces
auroral phenomena, but these have not been observed to be as sta-
ble. The ORM of ρ OphA is compatible with two auroral pulses
per period, but we clearly detected only one pulse. In accordance
with the ORM geometry of ρ OphA, at the phases where the sec-
ond auroral pulse is expected there is only a tentative detection,
this supports the ORM geometry of ρ OphA, but meantime evi-
denced that the ARE of ρ OphA has a variable flux. In accordance
with the proposed common origin for the radio and X-ray auroral
phenomena, the non-thermal particle bombardment of the stellar
surface produces evaporation of plasma and a high level of X-ray
emission, but meantime the presence of such hot thermal plasma
increases the density of thermal matter within the deep layers of
the middle magnetosphere, that opposes the deep penetration of
the continuous flux of precipitating non-thermal particles close to
the polar regions of the stellar surface. The inability of the reflected
electron population to develop the loss-cone unstable energy distri-
bution shuts down the ARE. When the hot plasma has rarefied, the
duty cycle for the radio and X-ray auroral phenomena restarts. The
above discussion is merely a speculation based only on the empiri-
cal fact that the auroral radio and X-ray emissions of ρ OphA were
not always detected (or just tentatively detected) when the suitable
geometric conditions are verified.
10 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we report multi-wavelength ATCA measurements of
the early-type magnetic star ρ OphA. The ATCA radio observa-
tions of ρ OphA reveal that two distinct radio emission processes
are active. The measurements in the frequency range 5.5–21.2 GHz
are compatible with incoherent gyro-synchrotron radiation from
a stable co-rotating magnetosphere. The 2.1 GHz ATCA measure-
ments are characterized by two highly polarized pulses. The low-
frequency behavior clearly indicates that the coherent stellar Auro-
ral Radio Emission was detected.
High-resolution optical spectra of ρ OphA, obtained by sev-
eral instruments, have been collected. Further, new magnetic field
measurements of ρ OphA were also reported. The rotational vari-
ability of the radio and optical observables allowed determination
of the rotation period of of ρ OphA. The rotation period was used
to obtain the effective magnetic curve of ρ OphA, using already
published (Pillitteri et al. 2018) with new magnetic field measure-
ments. The geometry of the oblique rotator model that represents
the magnetic field topology of ρ OphA was inferred. Using this
ORM geometry, the measured incoherent and coherent radio emis-
sions of ρ OphA were modelled allowing us to constrain some
physical conditions of the stellar magnetosphere (i.e. the size of the
magnetosphere; the wind mass loss rate).
ρ OphA is characterized by strong and variable X-ray emis-
sion (Pillitteri et al. 2017). The X-ray data reveal the presence of a
very hot thermal plasma. Further, the X-ray spectra are compati-
ble with the presence of non-thermal X-ray photons. These X-ray
features are not compatible with the standard MCWS model. The
behavior of the X-ray emission of ρ OphA suggests an auroral ori-
gin, where non-thermal X-rays and very hot thermal plasma might
be generated from relativistic electrons impacting the surface.
ρ OphA is not the first early-type magnetic star showing a
possible non-thermal X-ray spectral component. There are three
other hot magnetic stars showing X-ray spectra compatible with
a non-thermal component (Leto et al. 2017a, 2018; Robrade et al.
2018). However ρ OphA is the first to display a clear rotational
modulation of X-rays in accordance with visibility of the mag-
netic poles. Furthermore, the ratio between the X-ray uminosity
and the radio spectral luminosity of ρ OphA is about an order of
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magnitude higher compared to ratios measured for the other early-
type magnetic stars where there are hints of auroral X-ray emission
(Robrade et al. 2018). The auroral X-ray components of ρ OphA
are then significant sources of X-rays of comparable strength with
the X-rays of wind-shock origin.
We conclude that the stellar wind is the engine that powers the
plasma processes responsible for the observed radio and X-ray be-
havior of ρ OphA. The scenario provided by theMCWSmodel that
includes the auroral phenomena is outlined in Fig. 13. The acceler-
ation process occurring in the farther regions of the stellar magne-
tosphere, that produces the non-thermal plasma responsible for the
incoherent gyro-synchrotron emission, are also able to drive the
auroral phenomena observed at the radio and X-ray wavelengths.
Similar physics is likely operating within the magnetospheres of
all stars belonging to this class. The insights obtained from the
study of ρ OphA might therefore have general applications.
Finally, we observed that the radio and X-ray auroral fea-
tures of ρ OphA were not always detected as expected. To inves-
tigate further the physical mechanisms responsible for the auro-
ral phenomena which induce the observed radio/X-ray behavior of
ρ OphA, new and coordinated radio and X-ray observations, cov-
ering more than one rotation period, will be crucial.
The challenge with detecting auroral X-ray emission from
magnetic massive stars is that both the non-thermal electron
streams colliding with the stellar surface and the standard em-
bedded wind shocks, occurring in the outflowing wind from the
hemispheres of opposite magnetic polarity, produce thermal X-
rays. Consequently, the non-thermal X-rays of auroral origin com-
pete with these thermal components for identification via spectral
modeling. In general, X-ray measurements covering a wide energy
range would be useful to disentangle the emission contributions
from all these different plasma components.
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF RADIO AND EW
MEASUREMENTS
Table A1. First 5 rows of the radio data for each observing band. The
complete list of the ATCA measurements is available online.
HJD SI SV HJD SI SV
2450000+ mJy mJy 2450000+ mJy mJy
L band (ν = 2.1 GHz) U band (ν = 16.7 GHz)
8555.0683 4.8 (±0.3) 0.1 (±0.3) 8555.1015 6.7 (±0.4) 1.0 (±0.4)
8555.0691 5.3 (±0.3) 0.4 (±0.3) 8555.1022 6.4 (±0.4) 1.2 (±0.4)
8555.0699 5.6 (±0.3) 0.0 (±0.3) 8555.1030 6.5 (±0.4) 1.4 (±0.4)
8555.0706 4.3 (±0.3) 0.0 (±0.3) 8555.1038 5.8 (±0.4) 1.3 (±0.4)
8555.0714 4.5 (±0.3) −0.1 (±0.3) 8555.1045 6.3 (±0.4) 1.2 (±0.4)
C band (ν = 5.5 GHz) K band (ν = 21.2 GHz)
8555.0827 7.1 (±0.3) 0.5 (±0.3) 8555.1015 6.3 (±0.6) 2.2 (±0.6)
8555.0835 7.0 (±0.3) 0.9 (±0.3) 8555.1022 5.0 (±0.6) 2.0 (±0.6)
8555.0843 6.4 (±0.3) 0.7 (±0.3) 8555.1030 5.2 (±0.6) 1.1 (±0.6)
8555.0851 6.4 (±0.3) 1.2 (±0.3) 8555.1038 5.5 (±0.6) 0.7 (±0.6)
8555.0858 6.5 (±0.3) 1.1 (±0.3) 8555.1045 5.2 (±0.6) 1.2 (±0.6)
X band (ν = 9 GHz)
8555.0827 8.2 (±0.3) 1.1 (±0.3)
8555.0835 8.2 (±0.3) 1.4 (±0.3)
8555.0843 8.1 (±0.3) 1.3 (±0.3)
8555.0851 7.7 (±0.3) 1.4 (±0.3)
8555.0858 7.9 (±0.3) 1.4 (±0.3)
Table A2. EW measurements of the He I line at λ = 5015 A˚.
HJD EW HJD EW
2450000+ A˚ 2450000+ A˚
HiRes: range 4400–6800 A˚, R=57 000 NARVAL: range 3700–10500 A˚, R=80 000
672.784 312 (±20) 6849.372 312 (±10)
UVES: range 4800–6800 A˚, R=74 000 6849.387 323 (±15)
2132.464 382 (±20) 6849.403 318 (±20)
2132.660 420 (±30) 6849.419 319 (±15)
2133.464 408 (±25) CAOS: range 3750–11000 A˚, R=45 000
7881.646 364 (±10) 8262.493 336 (±35)
7920.489 365 (±10) 8268.476 341 (±40)
ESPaDOnS: range 3700–10500 A˚, R=80 000 8269.462 394 (±40)
3511.944 325 (±10) 8270.507 391 (±35)
HARPS: range 3800–6900 A˚, R=115 000 8290.426 387 (±40)
4189.804 345 (±20) 8291.370 388 (±50)
4189.828 368 (±20) 8299.377 381 (±50)
HARPS-N: range 3800–6900 A˚, R=115 000 8306.369 393 (±60)
8295.443 310 (±30)
MNRAS 000, 1–?? ()
